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What’s in a horse? Or should I say: What’s on a horse? You may
recall that some time back, in fact in September of last year,
Chris Cooper had this Oracle idea about answering anyone’s
questions concerning the ins and outs of Lord Bob. This feature was
published in Freewheelin’ Quarterly Volume 21 and Chris decided
that the people behind the Oracle should be none other than The
Lone Ranger and Tonto. Consequently there was a very nice photo of
The Masked One on his trusted steed Silver on page 33 of FQ21.
Tonto was there too.
Fast forward to Dylan’s European tour which commenced on the 5th
April in Stockholm, Sweden. On the back cover of the European tour
programme there is a rather nice silhouette of a man on a horse.
And Lo and Behold it looks like our friend The Lone Ranger again,
displaying his ‘Hi Ho Silver’ technique. If Dylan had worn a mask
under his white stetson in Europe, well we would have given his
game away. Dylan = The Lone Ranger.
I am afraid I just could not resist it. I had to have that
silhouette on a Freewheelin’ cover. To maintain the equine theme I
have balanced The Lone Ranger against a bevy of race horses from a
study by the Impressionist painter Edgar Degas (1834 –1917). In the
foreground there is an interesting quartet. Gregory Peck and
Jennifer Jones in a still from the movie ‘Duel In The Sun’ together
with Dylan in Western attire and a mangy looking Rin-Tin-Tin. If
you look closely Dylan is almost touching Peck’s six shooter.
Probably because Dylan’s Mum had put his own guns in the ground.
Nice to have a dog on the front cover again though.
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APRIL 2002
As threatened last month, the Love And Theft reviews will dominate pretty much everything here
at 20 Pounds Towers for the next few issues. With that in mind let’s get underway with some of the
dozens and dozens of reviews that appeared during September, beginning with the UK ones.
Patrick Humphries waxed lyrical over t in the Sunday Express way back on August 19th and
concluded that it was “Dylan’s most varied and enjoyable album in years… With a voice as rich as
oak-aged Chardonnay, Dylan sounds like he’s having a whale of a time.” Another familiar name,
Neil Spencer, was similarly impressed a couple of weeks later in the Observer, declaring “Despite a
voice ravaged by wine, weed and touring, he’s in a more playful, upbeat state of mind than at any
time in the past couple of decades… His faith remains intact. Remarkably, after so many years of
comparatively barren toil, so does his muse.” Andy Gill – one of Dylan’s biggest fans - was
unsurprisingly enthusing wildly in The Independent, claiming that the album was one of the most
important in Dylan’s history and concluding a dazzling review by insisting that his readers “Count
yourself lucky if you’re half as vital at his age: once again, the spokesman of a generation is setting
the highest standards for any generation to live up to.” Nick Coleman awarded it five stars in The
Independent On Sunday, and asked, “Is this classic Dylan? What place does it take in the canon?
These are the wrong questions. Love And Theft is a record describing mortality, so it’s a matter of
life and death, not league tables.”
Nigel Williamson contributed a brief three-star review to The Times, concluding that “overall, this
album is a pleasant diversion rather than a classic” while an equally brief review in the Sunday
Times’ “Culture” section decided that it was “if not a great Dylan album a pretty damn good one.”
In the US of A in the more innocent pre-September 11th days, the album was receiving a more
innocent warm thumbs-up from all and sundry than the darker (though no less enthusiastic) reviews
that would follow after the fateful day. Joel Selvin, in the San Francisco Chronicle, claimed that the
album was a classic and that Dylan was “bravely romantic and explicitly sentimental”, proving that
“the cunning old fox has still got what it takes”. In the Dallas Observer, Robert Wilonsky produced
a different point of view; “If Time Out Of Mind was the soundtrack for the forthcoming funeral –
and the first masterpiece since Blood On The Tracks (or Empire Burlesque or Oh Mercy) – then
Love And Theft is the album meant to be put on at the wake. “ In the Rocky Mountain News, Mark
Brown had a few minor reservations (not least the “lame puns” which, “coming from the best lyricist
of all time, are doubly painful”) but still awards it a B+; “..As a whole, Love And Theft feels like a
sombre conversation on a porch at twilight, reminiscing about the past and wondering what you have
to look forward to.”
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Fearing a “great album followed by a crock of shit” scenario (Empire Burlesque followed by
Knocked Out Loaded, Oh Mercy followed by Under The Red Sky), The New Yorkers Ben
Greenman, was mightily relieved when such fears were dispelled as soon as the first track kicked in:
“…Love And Theft instantly dispels any thoughts of superficiality with the rollicking Tweedle Dee
And Tweedle Dum, a surreal rockabilly number that comes off as an older and crankier cousin of
Highway 61 Revisited.” A briefish review in People by Kyle Smith began by praising Bob’s voice
(“…like a stretch of unpaved road churning through with sagebrush and Joshua trees. Which is to
say, better than ever”) and finished with the simple statement, “This is the 43rd record of Dylan’s
career. May it mark the halfway point.” And so say all of us!
Steve Morse of the Boston Globe was pleased to discover that “most of the album finds Dylan
shrugging off the bad times, refusing to wallow in them as he did on Time Out Of Mind” and even
describing Po’ Boy’s “knock knock” joke as “vintage Dylan” Jon Bream’s Star Tribune review
contained this awful clunker of a description of Sugar Baby; “…all nasally croak philosophizing
long-windedly about love and life” but at least signs off with the wish that “hopefully, the bluesy,
crooning Dylan – like B.B.King, the king of the blues, and Bennett, the king of the crooners – will
continue to make music this vital and valid when he’s 75.”
Meanwhile, on those computer thingies, thestar.com’s Vit Wagner observed that “while his new
disc falls short of its predecessor’s greatness, there is no question that Love And Theft is far and
away the more fan-pleasingly accessible of the two.” Hamp Nettles (what a great name) , writing for
dailygamecock.com, delivered a lengthy review, praising every track as “a joy to listen to” and
Mississippi as “easily the finest track on the album” and concluding that “even in Dylan’s old age,
his phenomenal ability to write and perform songs continues unabated. Perhaps he says it best in
Mississippi when he promises that “things should start to get interesting right about now”.” Neumu’s
Michael Goldberg was “thrilled” to be hearing lines like, “funny, the things you have the hardest
time parting with, are the things you need the least” and perhaps he speaks for all Dylan fans when
he writes, “Know anyone who seems to be suffocating themselves with their “stuff” boxes of old
magazines, shelf upon shelf of records that haven’t been listened to in years, books gathering dust?
Hey I stand accused!” me too, Mike, me too.
Rolling Stones Rob Sheffield bestowed no less than five stars upon the album. An accolade that
reputedly pleased Dylan no end – and states that “the remarkable achievement of Love And Theft is
that Dylan makes the past sound as strange, haunted and alluring as the future – and the song-anddance man sings as though he’s drunk too deeply of the past to be either scared or impressed by
anybody’s future. Least of all his own. And he sounds like he’s enjoying the ride.”
As in 1997, Dylan promoted his new album with a press conference and a spate of interviews. The
Rome press conference – a somewhat reluctant and disappointing affair in my opinion – was
reproduced in various levels of completeness – all over Europe, though not, as yet anyway, in Great
Britain. Jan Vollaard, one of the twelve journos invited to attend – delivered a fairly truncated
version to Hollands Vara TV magazine. A similar sized chunk appeared in Italy’s La Repubblica
and again in Sweden’s Dagens Nyheter. Of greater interest is n interview granted to Alan Jackson of
The Times magazine, presumably during the summer, as it was held in Spain. It begins with Dylan’s
obvious excitement and pleasure that he had recently won an Oscar:” … A lot of performers have
won Grammies. Thousands. But very few have won Academy Awards, so that puts me on a different
plateau.. they’re simply not that generous with them. And if I hadn’t won part of me would probably
have been devastated!” Of his fans – those who read the biographies as well as those who write them
– Dylan is less excited than by his Oscar success;” ..It’s humorous and sad. That such people have
spent so much of their life thinking about who? Me? Get a life, please. It’s not something any one
person should do about another. You’re not serving your own life well. You’re wasting your life.”
Similarly, he felt able to rerecord Mississippi simply because it hadn’t leaked out to fans over the
years. “.. those so called hardcore fans of mine (a sneering tone here) , whoever they might be –
those folks out there who are obsessed with finding every scrap of paper I’ve ever written on, every
single outtake.. the fact is that I can no longer be interested in it (material leaked out to collectors)
It’s already been contaminated for me. I turn my back, move on to something else. This time though,
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my original wasn’t floating around out there, and I felt able to go back and revisit it. I’m glad for
once to have had the opportunity to do so.” He admits that he has no plans to retire but that “one day
I’ll just wake up and decide that I have had enough. And if and when that happens. I won’t have any
problem with walking away. I’ve fulfilled every single thing I wanted to do. I feel like there is
nothing left for me to prove.”
To USA Today’s Edna Gundersen he again revealed his pleasure at scoring an Oscar win; “In all
honesty, if I hadn’t won, it probably would have devastated me a little bit. That’s like the Pulitzer
Prize of the entertainment world.” He admits that he is less unhappy with the numerous biographies
that keep appearing as his friends and workmates who are ready and willing to talk; “I have the
same feeling about them that Sherman and Lee had about people hanging around their tents. They’re
spies. All informers should be shot. A person should not rat on anybody. It’s a principle I adhere to.”
Of Howard Sounes’ revelation that he had remarried and fathered another child, he appears to be not
bothered. “I’ve been married a bunch of times! I mean, I’ve never tried to hide that. I just don’t
advertise my life.” As for the future, there’s the first volume of Chronicles, a possible live album, a
few new sketchy songs which could make it onto an album within a couple of years and, apparently
plenty of unreleased material still in the vaults. “How do I see my future?” Dylan ponders, “I don’t.”
To Times Christopher John Farley he discusses the forthcoming Chronicles series at length,
revealing that, even if he knows that a particular story about him isn’t true, he’ll use it if it sounds
good. “.. I’ll take some of the stuff that people think is true and I’ll build a story around that.” Of
his newly discovered daughter he will only say; “I get in fights with her if I talk about music”,
though he does, for the first time, briefly talk about his second wife Carolyn Dennis;”She’s a gospel
singer mainly. She’s a fantastic singer, one of her uncles was Blind Willie Johnson. What more do
you need to know about somebody?” Modern music pleases him by, especially rappers like
Eminem, though he admits; “ I almost feel like if anything is controversial, then the guys gotta be
doing something right.” Only jazz singer Cassandra Wilson excites him; “She’s one of my favourite
singers today. I heard her version of Death Letter Blues – gave me the chills. I love everything she
does.”
David Fricke got a few comments for Rolling Stone, specifically on why Dylan vetoed Lanois’
1997 version of Mississippi; “… (he) took it down the Afro-polyrhythm route – multi-rhythm
drumming, that sort of thing. Polyrhythm has its place, but it doesn’t work for knifelike lyrics trying
to convey majesty and heroism… I tried to explain that the song had more to so with the Declaration
Of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill Of Rights than witch doctors, and just couldn’t be
thought of as some kind of ideological voodoo thing. “ There’s one great comment that I simply
can’t resist repeating;”… Lanois can get passionate about what he feels to be true. He’s not above
smashing guitars. I never cared about that unless it was one of mine.” Brilliant.
Briefly on to other matters before I switch off the typewriter for another month. In Septembers
Record Collector Kingsley Abbott was enjoying yet another various artist compilation, this time the
It Ain’t Me Babe – The Songs Of Bob Dylan, on the sanctuary label. “.. Arranged chronologically,
and with the knowledgeable sleeve notes from RC’s Peter Doggett, this is an intelligent and
successful compilation.” In the Phoenix New Times, Gilbert Garcia repeats Clinton Heylin’s
observation that “For the 18 years that separate his religious conversion from his illness, it seemed
Dylan could do no right.” And claims that the “do no right” period began at the two Tempe gigs
during November 1979. These were the two shows, remember, that Dylan recalled six years later
during the Biograph booklet interview and Garcia obviously either knows what he’s talking about or
has been reading a fair selection of the right Dylan books. Of course for the world at large, the “do
no right” period probably really began with the release of Slow Train Coming, or – more critically
with the release of Saved, but this is a well written article and it serves to remind us that, at Tempe,
Dylan faced an audience more hostile and insulting than all of the 1966 audiences put together.
Finally a positive review of The Essential Bob Dylan, in Septembers Record Buyer & Music
Collector is a pleasure to read because the reviewer, when discussing Down In The Groove, reveals
that, “I’m one of those lunatics who thinks that that particular album wasn’t the dud that nearly
everyone else perceived it to be.” And that “other Dylan records since around 1980 are far less
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objectionable than the increasingly bland offerings of some of his now more commercially feted
Swinging Sixties contemporaries.” Step forward Macca, Mick ‘n’ Keef, rhymin’ Simon – this man
means you.

Thanks this month to Graham Ashton and Jens Winter, without them, this would have been a very,
very small article indeed.

Mark Carter
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Hello and welcome back. Thank you to those who have supplied the films and or the information
regarding them, it is most encouraging, please keep them coming. That may appear a rather
unnessary request though when I mention that I have had so many new films in this month that I
have been obliged to carry some over for the next time. The arrival in force of Video CD’s is making
things circulate generally faster and in better quality. It is also making multi-region collecting a
much more easier thing too. I find that I am now getting NTSC vcds also, however, for technical
reasons it may on occasions only be possible to produce pictures for such discs in Black & White. If
I have to do so I will tell you each time. (Then again when was the last time you saw a new Dylan
Black & White audience film?
But enough small talk. Lets get on with the show, I am pleased to say that the tapers were out in
force and that there are quite a few films from the recent shows.
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D5 A8 S7 H8 F7 I BC3 (No 0012)
24-05-00
DRESDEN, GERMANY
45.00
Song To Woody @(f)Masters Of War (i)@ /To Ramona @ (i) Can't Wait (i) /Drifter's Escape (f)
/Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat (f) ///Ballad Of A Thin Man (i) /It Ain't Me, Babe @ (i) /Maggie's Farm
(i) Forever Young @ (i) /Highway 61 Revisited (i) /Blowin' In The Wind @ (i)
As a snapshot of the show I think this works very well. It could be better focused in places but it
grabs the atmosphere very well. Love the way the taper starts his film part of “Maggies” with a
womans hand holding a cigarette then pans to the stage. Lots of nice touches. If you get the chance
have a look see.

D5 A8 S7 H8 F7 I BC3 (No 0011)
01-02-02
SUNRISE, FLORIDA
131.00
I Am The Man, Thomas @ /To Ramona @/It's Alright, Ma @/Searching For A Soldier's Grave @/
Gotta Serve Somebody /Tell Me That It Isn't True/ High Water (For Charley Patton)/Lonesome Day
Blues/
It Ain't Me, Babe @/ John Brown @/Tangled Up In Blue @/Summer Days /Sugar Baby /The
Wicked Messenger /Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 & 35////Things Have Changed /Like A Rolling
Stone /Knockin' On Heaven's Door /Honest With Me /Blowin' In The Wind
Not an easy film to judge this. Two different tapers have edited their film together with some very
good cross fades and links. It makes for an interesting film. But, it could be a lot closer, it has also
been transferred to UK format and probably has lost some sharpness in the transfer. But you do get
a very healthy portion of Love & Theft songs here.
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D9 A9 S8 H9 F9 I BC6 (No 0001)
04-05-02
The Dome, BRIGHTON
37.00
I Am The Man Thomas @ / If Not For You @ / Its Alright Ma @/ To Ramona @ /Tweedle Dee &
Tweedle Dum /Can’t Wait / Subterranean Homesick Blues
What a shame this marvelous film was cut short by the unusually zealous security this year. This can
only be described as a superb film. Dylan in terrifying close up, revealing his age rather more than
is comfortable I am afraid. It was a fine start to the UK tour. Particularly well captured is Tweedle
and Can’t Wait. I do wish the guty could have kept going to “Sugar Baby” though. Certainly one to
get, this film, and all the others from this taper have greatly improved sound quality due, I am told to
the introduction of improved audio recording equipment.

D8 A9 S7 H7 F8 I BR7 (No 0002)
05-05-02
B.I.C. BOURNEMOUTH
89.00
Wait For The Light To Shine @/ If Not For You @ / Desolation Row (3) @ / Mama You Bin On
My Mind @ / Absolutely Sweet Marie/ Floater / Subterranean Homesick Blues / Cry A While /
Boots Of Spanish Leather @ / A Hard Rains A Gonna Fall @/ Don’t Think Twice @/ Summer
Days/ Not Dark Yet / Drifters Escape / Leopardskin Pillbox Hat
Same filmer as above so again the sound is very good, though here you can tell the taper is much
further back. At the start things are pretty disasterous but they do improve and it gets quite
watchable. A very different show from Brighton, and a very different film. I am only reporting what
I am told but I understand that the reason the encores are missing is that the taper was searched by
security on leaving as a member of the audience had reported him!!! I find this almost impossible to
imagine. God these guys have enough trouble dodging security now they gotta watch us as well? Do
we really want to see these films stop? Isn’t Dylan actually worth documenting this way? This
reviewer certainly thinks he is and I hope you do to. Without these people we would not get to see
such wonderful performances as “boots” here (quite breathtaking) and the emotive ending to Hard
Rain, Dylans vocal mike starts playing up and suddenly is dead but the crowd finish the song off,
much to Dylan’s obvious delight. An now mine.
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D9 A9 S9 H8 F8 I BL5 (no 0003)
06-05-02
INTERNATIONAL ARENA, CARDIFF
141.00
Hummingbird @/ Times They Are A-Changin@/ Its Alright Ma @/ Its All Over Now, Baby Blue@/
Positively Fourth Street/ Lonesome Day Blues/ Stuck Inside Of Mobile / Masters Of War @/
Visions Of Johanna @/ Tangled Up In Blue @ / Moonlight / Summer Days/ The Wicked Messenger
/ Rainy Day Women//// Things Have Changed / Like A Rolling Stone / Knockin On Heavens Door
@/ Honest With Me/ Blowin In The Wind @/ All Along The Watchtower
At first this looks like a full set, but isn’t quite, its still strangely missing Solid Rock. But that is a
minor quibble. After the first few tracks of confusion. I mean why is it that half the crowd don’t get to
their seats until about the third song every night? But after that we get a very very nice film indeed.
The taper is near the left of the stage and at times when Dylan moves to the back of the stage you get
cables in the way. But when he moves forward the taper zooms right in and at times this is
terrifyingly close stuff. Indeed I would go so far to say that at times (Honest With Me springs to
mind) This film is SO close I cannot see how it could ever get closer. During the aforementioned
track getting closer would mean either cutting Bob’s eyes or his mouth out of the picture !!! It is
THAT close! Of course this does give me ample chance to study the lines of his face. ..

D6 A9 S7 H8 F8 I BR3 (No 0004)
08-05-02
ARENA NEWCASTLE
141.00
Wait For The Light @/ Song To Woody@/ Its Alright Ma @/ Love Minus Zero/No Limit@/ Solid
Rock/ Just Like A Woman / Subterranean Homesick Blues /Cry A While/ Mr Tambourine Man @/
Hard Rain @ / Tangled Up In Blue (e) @/ Standing In The Doorway (s) / Summer Days/ Cold Irons
Bound/ Leopardskin Pillbox Hat ////Love Sick/ Like A Rolling Stone / If Dogs Run Free @/ Honest
With Me / Blowin In The Wind @ / Highway 61 Revisited.
This was one of the more interesting setlists I though, and certainly the strangest show. The lighting
was well down and the security way up and all these have taken their toll here. This is not as close
as the previous films from this taper, zooming makes up a lot for this but results in a slightly grainy
picture, made more so by the almost absence of stage lighting. There is also a bit more ducking here
though this does not surprise me. Security seemed to be swarming about everywhere. Having said
all that this is the complete show! The film quite watchable with a nice angle onBob most of the
time. He does seem to settle in and enjoy it after a while but what were they doing ?? Certainly
worth a look.
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D8 A9 S7 H7 F9 I BR3 (No 0005)
09-05-02
NYNEX ARENA, MANCHESTER
113.00
Maggies Farm @ (s) / Senor @ / Its Alright Ma @ (e) / One Too Many Mornings @ (s)/ Stuck
Inside Of Mobile (e) / Moonlight (s)/ I Don’t Believe You / Lonesome Day Blues / Masters Of War
@ (b) /Visions Of Johanna @/ Don’t Think Twice @/ Blind Willie McTell/ Summer Days / Drifters
Escape (e)/ Rainy Day Women (s) //// Things Have Changed/ Like A Rolling Stone / Forever Young
@ / Honest With Me / Blowin In The Wind @ / All Along The Watchtower.
I can feel the tapers frustration in the opening tracks as again he struggles to see past the ocean of
people who are looking for their seats during the opening songs. Easy to tell why when you look
what they are. A much better film than Newcastle our man is back on form for much of this and some
tracks are quite striking, great Blowin In The Wind for example. Security was slightly cooler tonight.
Certainly worth getting to see, and hear, as again the sound, for a video is terrific.

D8 A9 S7 H7 F8 I BR7 (focus on 1-11 is F6) (No 0006)
10-05-02
N.E.C. BIRMINGHAM
119.00
Maggies Farm @/ You’re a Big Girl Now @/ Its Alright Ma @/ Tomorrow Is A Long Time@/ Just
Like Tom Thumbs Blues / Tweedle Dee & Tweedle Dum/ Moonlight / Cry A While/ Fourth Time
Around@/ Masters Of War @ / Tangled Up In Blue @ / Summer Days / Sugar Baby/ The Wicked
Messenger / Rainy Day Women /// Love Sick / Like A Rolling Stone / Forever Young @ / Honest
With Me/ Blowin In The Wind @
Now this just has to be the set list of the tour. I also think it wa one of the best shows. Bob seems to
be at ease here at least. An this is a mostly clear view that is pretty close. But yes, there is a
problem. The first 11 tracks are not quite in focus. The taper must have had something out of place
on his camera s after a tape change the problem is cured. Thankfully that means we get a nice
“Sugar Baby” but we lose “Big Girl” and that exquisite “Tomorrow Is A Long Time” Hopefully a
better film will emerge, but until it does this is worthy of your attention. Sound once again is
excellent.

Till Next Time

Chris Cooper
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There are those who face challenges and others that shrink from the fray. There are no certainties in
life except death and we should be wary of judging the bold or the meek. In truth few of us have had
to meet real challenge in our lives and it would therefore be unwise to assume a position which later
one would find personally difficult to defend. The slow train is still coming but the bend it is
negotiating is long. It will get here. Indeed, everyday that train arrives for someone, somewhere.
And it’s got nothing to do with religion. The train represents your own personal challenge. Hope
that you survive it. But choose your means of addressing that challenge well.
Live long and prosper.

A Fistful of Tapes
Each Year is Colour Coded as follows:
1965
1965
2001
2002
1965
Well there is a bumper bundle of shows which are being worked through steadily. Some we’ll talk
about today and some will have to wait until next time.
First up is a relic from the past. Hartford 30.10.1965 is a poorish audience recording of what seems
like a lively enough show. The recording is incomplete in the strangest of ways. There are thirteen
songs but some of them are the merest fragments, only one or two lines at best. One story identifies
the reason that the taper only recorded those songs which he wanted to preserve, that is the ones he
liked, and ditched the ones he didn’t like! Another likely explanation is that it was a battery saving
measure (we are talking 1965 when battery technology was limited). Who knows? Anyway the
tracklist is:
She Belongs To Me (complete but sound fades to nothing for a while during verse 2)/ To
Ramona(two lines)/Gates Of Eden(two lines)/It’s All Over Now Baby Blue
(complete)/Desolation Row (one line)/Love Minus Zero (half a verse)/ Mr. Tambourine Man
(complete)
Tombstone Blues (complete and given a very enthusiastic reception)/ Baby Let Me Follow You
Down (complete)/Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues(one line)/ Maggie’s Farm (complete but weird.
It starts off very quietly, just Dylan and acoustic and then the band crashes in seemingly out-ofsynch.)/It Ain’t Me Babe (complete)/ Ballad of a Thin Man (one verse)/Positively 4th Street
(complete and a very good version)/ Like A Rolling Stone (incomplete with many jumps and cuts,
lasts about 3 minutes).
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And now let’s catch up with the remnants of the 2001 tour. These are the last three shows which
were needed to complete the year.
Nashville

3rd November

This one was worth waiting for as it is a good recording of a decent show. There are many good
performances but the stand-out is Visions of Johanna. It is an exteremly confident performance
which glows with late-evening, film noir-like flourishes. Lonesome Day Blues is less dirty and
low-down this time out and much more jaunty. I Threw It All Away is a personal favourite but this
version is more spoken than sung, taking the edge off it somewhat. Even John Brown, which can
be ultra dirge-like with its tuneless approach, is pretty good. It sound doomy and forlorn, as it is
meant to but rarely is. Having been less than convinced about Summer Days at first, it must be said
that it is turning into a concert favourite. The performance is now very assured, upbeat and inspiring.
Better yet, it is followed by Mississippi. Also included is a driving Watchtower, extremely
Hendrix-like.

Cincinnatti

4th November

The very next night and a very different show. Perhaps it is the poorer sound quality of this
recording but the whole show sounds flat and dull. There is little which grips the imagination except
perhaps a spritely nod at Country Pie. Tangled Up In Blue goes on forever.

Morgantown

14th November

A nice-sounding recording, a reasonable show. Look out for a well-crafted It Ain’t Me Babe
followed by a stirring It’s Alright Ma, very carefully sung. A raunchy Honest With Me is another
worth listening for.

That takes us to the first tour of 2002 in the southern states of America. These shows retained a
similar structure to the previous year, revealing few surprises but featuring a lot of different songs
and some good performances. Dylan played around with the setlist order a fair bit, swapping songs
around sometimes. In general terms one could describe these shows as professional (mostly) rather
than inspiring. There are, of course, a couple of individual shows of great worth and many excellent
individual song performances, as well as some clunkers. One unusual feature is the number of songs
which have gained a harmonica intro ( something continued in the subsequent European tour).
Sometimes this is highly effective, occasionally it is distracting. Once again Dylan peddles the
awful Rainy Day Women as the main set-closet in a bar-band version that lasts forever. Why, I
don’t know. Maybe he thinks that a hefty portion of basic boogie is the ultimate crowd-pleaser – the
crowd usually do go would so you probably can’t blame him. But you know my views on the
critical faculties of rock crowds. The pity is that he has extended this approach to Leopard-Skin
Pill-Box Hat and Highway 61 Revisited. For Pete’s sake bring back the subtlety. The other
constant irritant is Dylan’s idiosyncratic and, frankly, poor lead guitar work. With two great players
flanking him why does Dylan need to pluck away from page 3 of the lead guitar primer? And what
must Campbell and Sexton think of it all? Oh and there was the little matter of a new drummer
(since replaced again) who took some time to find his feet but got there before too long. On the
positive side It’s Alright Ma was never less than good, often soaring, Sugar Baby was usually
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excellent as was High Water. Biggest improvement was Soldier’s Grave which had a new harp
intro and was taken at a slightly slower pace making it much more effective.
Orlando

31st January

First show of the tour was a bit raggy as you might expect but was a worthy effort. A gentle,
restrained Girl Of the North Country led the way with a very good shot at Just Like A Woman
(for once) and a greasy Lonesome Day Blues. Summer Days perky and jaunty and actually goes
on to become a show-stopper in the rest of the tour. Even the hard rock version of Drifter’s Escape
is quite sprightly tonight.
Sunrise

1st February

Not bad at all. After a few recent throwaway renditions, Tell Me That It Isn’t True does the
business tonight. It’s not perfect but very passable. The old chestnut of It Ain’t Me Babe proves to
be a vote-winner with its tuneful, restrained beauty. Sugar Baby is really focussed and well sung, or
at least well sung/spoken.
Tampa

2nd February

A moderate show of few lows and highs. Lay Lady Lay is distinguished by a very tasty steel guitar
backing. Boots Of Spanish Leather is excellent from its harp intro through the controlled and
understated vocal. This is immediately followed by a hard-hitting Masters Of War, which is well
worth the entrance fee.
Jacksonville

5th February

This is a treble-laden recording with a very sharp sound making it a less pleasant aural experience
than we’ve become used to. The show makes a poor start with Times as the second song. It is quite
amazing how much of a drag this song is in its current concert arrangement. A little slimming down
and a more urgent vocal would add lustre rather the slow waltz of this sing-along-by-numbers
version. Now Floater is another matter. OK it is a fresh song but it drips vitality. A great version.
Unfortunately, Mississippi, up for the first time this tour is beginning to pale. Not the song you
understand but the vocal. This is a bit of a spoken version sometimes rushing at it. It just feels like
he has lost some control of this powerful song.
Charleston

6th February

Another fairly ordinary show. There is a mid-show trio of powerful performances (Cry Awhile,
High Water, Masters) but little else to make it special.
Winston-Salem

8th February

Dylan is back on form tonight. This show sparkles throughout. Yet another good Just Like A
Woman(two this tour so far!), a very mean and dirty Lonesome Day Blues followed by a bluesy
High Water and later a lengthy but highly dramatic Hard Rain. A sublime Sugar Baby adds to the
highlights.
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9th February

Atlanta

Dylan keeps up the pace as he delivers again. There are many good songs but particular favourites
are My Back Pages, It Ain’t Me Babe and Summer Days. Sugar Baby is simply excellent once
more. Lay Lady Lay appears once more but is marred a tad by a sort of spoken vocal.

Charlotte

10th February

For the third night in a row the fruit machine comes up with three cherries, if that is an appropriate
analogy. Nice to hear a playful Tweedle Dee and a magnificent Positively 4th Street. The
undoubted highlight is Visions of Johanna with Dylan wrenching meaning from each line to a
lovely acoustic guitar backing. He really is trying on this one. Also Country Pie makes for a
pleasant, bouncy inclusion.
Charleston

11th February

Fourth consecutive night and its slowing down a bit but not too much. The ever-reliable It’s
Alright Ma is excellent once more and there is a tasty stab at Tell Me That It Isn’t True. Nice to
see Most Likely back on the list but it is spoiled by going on for far too long. Listen for Cold Irons
Bound which is spot-on.
Greenville

13th February

Things have slowe down quite a bit by the time of this show. Dylan has had a night off but there is
little happening tonight. The most disappointing feature is Mississippi which has a poor vocal and
is just lacklustre and tired. Like A Rolling Stone is just boring.
15th February

Augusta

This next show sees a bit of a return to form but it’s nothing special. Very strained vocal spoil Mr.
Tambourine Man whilst it is a noisy audience that ruins Girl of the North Country. You wait till
the very end to hear an excellent Watchtower which Dylan then proceeds to murder with his
incessant plucking.
Birmingham

16th February

Not much of a show. Some good moments, of course (It’s Alright Ma, Sugar Baby, Cold Irons
Bound) but many weak ones. Scrappy or reticent vocalising spoils a number of songs, the rest are
just so ordinary, going-through-the-motions affairs.
More on the 2002 tour next time.
Restless Farewell for now.
Mike and John
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Who is the hippest of them all?
The Dylan Phone-In with Bob Fass on WBAI 26-1-1966
By Russell Blatcher

Founded in 1960, WBAI-Pacifica Radio at 99.5 FM, is New York's premier community station.
We serve the city, the nation and the world with award-winning programs in news, information,
politics, art, culture, music and much more. WBAI is a non-profit and non-commercial station
which is listener-supported and part of the Pacifica Foundation.
Broadcasting at 50,000 watts from the heart of the city at the center of the dial, our signal reaches
the tri-state metropolitian region of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. We welcome you to
our home page and you can listen live to WBAI's programming on this web-site anywhere across
the city and around the world.

The above is a message from the Internet home page of WBAI, which is apparently still going
strong. I was recently given a recording of the whole of a January 26th 1966 phone-in show with
Bob Dylan on that station, hosted by Bob Fass. This has been in circulation for some years, but I
hadn't heard of it before, though Clinton Heylin has a brief description of it in Bob Dylan: A Life In
Stolen Moments:
January 26
Dylan and friends (Al Kooper, alias Roosevelt Gook, and Victor Maimudes, alias
Pete the Suede) appear on Bob Fass's early morning WBAI radio show, participating
in a two-hour phone-in. Both Dylan and Fass sound extremely stoned. When asked to
"turn on the telephone" Dylan replies, "Your telephone is very infamous". The whole
phone-in becomes a series of hilarious verbal confrontations with Dylan. When one
caller says he is hungry, Dylan retorts, "Tell me, are you hungry as a man in drag?"
At the end of the show, Dylan talks about the single he has just recorded, and the
sessions that are taking place. A session scheduled for the 26th is canceled.

Heylin is characteristically wayward in his descriptions, particularly "extremely stoned". Dylan is in
typical put-on mode, recognizable from Don't Look Back and all the press conferences and
interviews of that period. I am also surprised by the parts of the tape he chooses to highlight. There
are some other very intriguing exchanges during some of the calls, when the Dylan mask drops,
despite the wearying egging on of his two attendant cronies of hipness. These are strongly
reminiscent of Bob Neuwirth’s revolting performance as jester in chief, during Don’t Look Back.
Playing the tape for the first time was like stepping into the Tardis. After a few minutes, I was so
drawn into it that I was seriously contemplating ringing Oxford 78506 and trying to ask Bob one or
two searching questions myself. The Atlantic seemed more of a barrier than the intervening 36
years.
Yes, I agree some of the calls are hilarious, but Dylan's responses are often also very annoying,
especially as he constantly talks to his companions while the caller is asking his question, and then
answers it (or rather doesn't) any way. This is fair enough when he is being asked if he likes the
Byrds (!) or why he is not singing about Vietnam, but even some of the serious callers, unless they
stick resolutely to their position, are brushed off and laughed at as well.
Dylan's facade first cracks when a bookseller asks about Tarantula:
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Caller:
Unknown:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Unknown:
Caller:
Dylan:

Caller:
Bob Fass:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Bob Fass:
Unknown:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Bob Fass:
Dylan:
Caller:
Bob Fass:
Caller:

Hello, I'd like to ask Mr. Dylan why his book has not been published.
There's a conspiracy.
Oh, that's a serious question, right?
Yeah, well, can't we get...
No, it, it's going to be published soon, it's going to be published, it'll be out within 2
months, I've just been changing it a lot..
[dolefully]Not one, but two, I'm a book-seller, I've lots of young people asking...
Oh, I'm sorry Sir...
..when it will be published.
I'm sorry Sir.
It's not a conspiracy really..
Yes, aah, mmmm, [quietly] what can I say to this fellah?
[nervous laugh]
Now, seriously,
No, it'll be out in two months, the thing is you see, I've just been changing it, I mean,
I Just can’t let this, you know, let anything go out, right it's [inaudible] very easy to
write book.
No, but you've got lots of young people...
You know, Truman Capote took six years to write his book...
Yeah, well, no no, I would never take something like that...
Just give me a clear answer.
It'll be out I'm told, see I've just I’ve just got to go over it one more time, it's in
galleys now.
Yeah? [Clearly knows how long a delay that implies!]
and if it was in galleys before..we went with individual printers, you dig?
Sure...
and so, aah, but they just didn't turn out right and it was a shuck, so we just wasted
Time but now it's back in the Macmillan galleys, so it should be out in two months.
Well, I'm not concerned for me, but just the kids...
Mmm, no, no, I realise that, yes.
If you just know how much they cuddle up with pleading eyes to the bookseller..
Oh, well, I realize you booksellers are all just like octopuses [??]
No, but it's kind of a compliment to you, but...If I could just give, you
What book seller...store do you run?
I have a bookstore in New Jersey.
Oh, yes.
Oh, that's the one where the autograph party's gonna be.
[giggles]
No, I wish it were, but,
The autograph party's gonna be on Charles Street [?]
I'm trying to be business-like about this...
Oh, yes, I don't talk business on the telephone..
Well, but seriously, if you can tell them that it’s in galleys like you were just telling
me
Oh, I'll tell them, sure, if you'd like, sure, sure, you have my official word on it. It's in
the galleys, you can definitely say it'll be out in a couple of months...
It's still vague…
Yeah, I know, our folio is often late too.
Yeah, yeah, I'm very thirsty, I'm going to get a drink of water now…
Look, I'm trying to be quite serious about this...
But, seriously...
Oh, yes, Bob Dylan says this, says that, and then, no, sorry, it's being postponed, can
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Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Bob Fass:
Dylan:
Bob Fass:
Caller:
Bob Fass:
Caller:

You give us any positive answers, like maybe, May 15th?
[very quiet]Is there any hope? [louder] mumum this isn't Laurence Harvey by any
chance?
No, no, I'm not putting you on..
Are you sure?
No, I'm just a poor bookseller, trying to answer the teenagers.
We're just poor..
We're just teenagers, man
Trying to answer the telephone.
Well, I didn't do this casually, we were asked to dial this number, and I called you,
and talked to you for a little time...
OK, bibi
Bibi.[call ends]

Of course, Tarantula was not destined to be published until November 1970. In Behind the Shades Take Two, Heylin quotes Dylan (from 1968):
I just put down all these words and sent them off to my publishers and they'd send back the
galleys, and I'd be so embarrassed at the nonsense I'd written I'd change the whole thing.
This is clearly one reason for Dylan's embarrassment at this call (he is quick to squash the Truman
Capote comparison - he knows he has produced nothing to approach, say, In Cold Blood, first
published in 1965). But the caller's careful annunciation and serious tone clearly rattle the punster.
From the off the bookseller effortlessly swats the crony's 'conspiracy' remark, and seconds later turns
it back on Dylan. By the end Dylan is clearly signaling Fass to end the call or help him out (poor
Bob calls out for a glass of water). Also when Dylan apologizes twice, and calls the gentleman 'Sir',
I can detect no mockery whatever, in fact it is reminiscent of an American son's respect (after all
Dylan's father was a serious retailer as well).
Now compare that call with a more typical sample:
Caller:
I'd like to speak to Bob Dylan.
Dylan:
You have to give your name.
Caller:
My name's Steve.
Dylan:
Steve what?
Caller:
Steve Gitman[?]
Dylan:
Dylan?
Caller:
Gitman
Dylan:
Ditman.[crony giggles] that was almost my name.
Bob Fass:
What was it before it was Ditlman?
[more of the same]
Dylan:
What do you have to say Dylan?
Caller:
[now totally rattled by this asinine teasing]..er Bob?
Dylan
[giggle] What else you got to say
[Finally gets to ask what Dylan thinks of The Byrds!]:
Dylan:
Oh, come on, don't ask me these kind of questions, I don't wanna..., I don't wanna do
this kind of thing..I like the Byrds, I like everybody, come on...
Caller:
Ok, what do you, err…
Dylan:
Well, what do I think of Rosemary Clooney...or Judy Garland's daughter,
right?...Rosa Minnelli,
Caller:
What do you think about boys with long hair..
Dylan:
Oh, I know you, you're Rosa Minnelli's boyfriend...
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Caller:
Do you think they should be made to be cut?
Dylan:
Oh! What do you think?
[caller struggles on with his increasingly stupid questions]
Caller:
Where do you get your ideas for songs?
Dylan:
Ah! no, no, no[inaudible]
Bob Fass:
We're going to go to another call.
Dylan:
Bibi
And then they cut him off. Now, fair enough, this caller is asking the dumbest questions ever, but
Dylan, with his opening interrogation has completely unnerved him before he can say anything.
What does he gain by this? The caller may only be a casual fan, may not care much at all, but the
listeners who did worship Dylan (and there were many, especially then) must have been shocked by
this. Dylan treats him and some other callers with the same contempt that he treated journalists.
A little later another caller picks Dylan up on this very point:
Caller:

Ah, Mr Dylan, I was just wondering why you all sit around there, and pardon me if it
sounds nasty, putting down every phone caller, when in fact all you have to do is be
sweet lovable Bob Dylan, and everyone will go crazy and ecstatic..
[Fass or someone else seems to suggest they cut off the call]
Dylan:
Oh my God man, hey no, man, he just doesn't understand, hey, all these people, hey
listen, I don't know who this is, I'm not even going to ask your name, that's how much
I think of you, but, all, everything you just said, hey like these people that are calling
up, I'm sure to any normal person listening knows that this is just not a put down [....]
nobody's being put down...
Caller:
[gentle reasoning tone] But you're inviting it, you're inviting the whole thing, "Hey
come on kids call me up"
Dylan:
Kids! Nah kids are not going to be up at this hour
Caller:
Alright then, everyone that calls up, they say "Hey, Bob like I know you, or like what
are you doing about...”
Dylan:
Come on, come on, come on, what do you want me to do, answer them?
Fass:
What would you like us to talk about?
Caller:
Talk about something that you like!
Dylan:
I like to do this right now, when I leave from here and we ride around in the car, we'll
Talk about some other things, but right now we're here, what can I say to you?
Caller:
Ok, I'm sorry.
Dylan:
You should be.
Fass:
[to caller?] No, you shouldn't be sorry
Dylan:
No, no, I'm sorry, I'll give you two tickets to choose a concert ..
Caller:
No, no, but the whole thing is, it sounds like each one is trying to show how aware
they are of what a bad scene they're in..
Dylan:
No, no, we're in a very strange mood, that all…
Caller:
No, it's scenes, that's different from moods…
Dylan:
Hey, whatever goes down, please don't take it personal…
Caller:
I am, it's…
Dylan:
No, don't.
Caller:
I'm listening to your songs, and my sister loves you
Dylan:
Oh, right, everyone's sister loves me...[inaudible Dylan talks over caller]...what you
say?
Caller:
This is a beautiful adolescent growing up, we feel both pity and sorrow, but also
beautiful and love and all those kind of things, and then to hear you get on the phone,
and be hip..
Dylan:
Hip, hip.., I'm really hip! Hey listen, you're hip, I'm not hip.
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Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:
Caller:
Dylan:

Oh, come on, don't do that...
You're much more hipper than I am... from being so weird in this situation
No, no, don't do that...
I'm not hip…
Don't do it to me either, God, no
[aside] Oh my God, this cat's just lost his mind [giggle]. Hey come on now it's OK
Yeah, I know it's alright, but my poor sister may be listening…
Oh, well, you'll just explain it to her right, if she's your sister?
Yeah…
The least you can do is take an interest in her…
[inaudible]
So, explain it to her, if you know better, if you don't know better, don't complain to
me!
Caller:
Well, could you explain it to her, could you say...
Dylan:
I don't even know her!
Caller:
Yeah, but you're talking to a radio audience…
Dylan:
I'm sure you know her much better than I do, can't you explain to her…
Caller:
You say, "Hey I'm nice", that's all.
Dylan:
What's her name?
Caller:
Her name is Merl[Merrill?]
[Crony giggles]
Dylan:
Ok, I've got to tell you though, I never in my whole life, I've foreseen a lot of things,
but like, I've never, never, never, foreseen saying "I'm nice" to someone by the name
of Merl and I never have, it comes out of the blue…
Caller:
Anything came happen…
Dylan:
I mean have you ever?
Caller:
Yeah, sure
Dylan:
Have you ever considered saying "I'm nice", to someone by the name of
BeauDeGarde [?]
Caller:
Yes, yes, certainly, I read Pogo, and I was thinking of saying, "Little doggie, you're
nice, and I'm nice too.
Dylan:
You read the comic strips?
Caller:
Sure.
Dylan:
Oh, God, OK, well, we'll see you later
Caller:
Ok, goodbye.
Now, I guess that those people who think we over analyse Dylan's songs must be tearing out their
hair at analyzing a phone conversation. But this is a fascinating exchange. Just like the bookseller,
this man holds his end up easily, and Dylan is forced to give him respect and listen to what he says.
The man neither cowers from Dylan's flashes of harshness, nor responds in kind. Fass seems to get
the point much sooner, and reverses the apology, mid way through, forcing Dylan's bizarre offer of
the concert tickets, which the caller completely ignores as he continues to hammer his point home.
Then we reach that most crucial of words "hip". When the man first says it, Dylan responds at once,
he knows he's been caught out, and denies that he is acting hip, again and again. His reaction may
seem exaggerated, but I suspect that the reason was something he may have heard, very recently in a
jazz club in New York.
The alto saxophonist Cannonball Adderley recorded a live album in New York at the Village
Vanguard, on the nights of the 12th and 14th of January 1966. Before the first track on the album
Adderley gives an explanation as to why they were recording live in New York for the first time, as
opposed to the West Coast:
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The reason we selected those rooms was because the audiences were so hip that we could,
you know, just play what we wanted to play, without being bothered, and everybody dug it.
We never have made a live album in New York because for some reason we have never felt
the kind of thing we wanted to feel from the audience, which has nothing to do with
acceptance, applause or appreciation. It's the atmosphere. You know you get a lot of people
who are supposed to be hip, you know, and they act like they're supposed to be hip, which
makes a big difference [laughter]. You see what I mean? [….] We want to thank you for
making it possible, for being so really hip. You know that hipness is not a state of mind, it's
a fact of life, you see what I mean. You don't decide to be hip, it just happens that way.
The hip amongst you will have noticed that this took place less than two weeks prior to Dylan's
phone-in on WBAI. Furthermore, if you examine the first entry for the year 1966 in Clinton
Heylin's Bob Dylan: A Life In Stolen Moments, you will find:
Early January
Dylan visits the Village Vanguard.
And I betcha I know who he went to see.
The caller who accused Dylan of acting hip was giving the singer some of the best advice he ever
got, advice, which he was to ignore to within an inch of his life. However overblown the stories of
the motorcycle accident were, make no mistake, Dylan was following a dangerous path that year,
precariously balancing the competing commitments of writing a ‘novel’, recording a double album,
touring the world, editing a film of the tour and just being ‘The Man’. Look through Bob Dylan: A
Life In Stolen Moments for the first half of 1966, and you see a remorseless treadmill. In the
popular music world, the only single artist to achieve greater exposure and face greater pressure is
Elvis Presley. In many ways, his period in the army saved him just as Dylan’s perhaps enforced
retreat to Woodstock did. Others who came after them escaped only by early death (Jimi Hendrix,
Janis Joplin and Jim Morrisson). The key corrosive element in those careers is the assumption of
infallibility, or if you like hipness, which is, for some reason, such a burden on pop musicians.
Reading Cannonball’s words on the page cannot completely convey the lightness of tone and
humour with which he delivers his speech. For most jazz performers there is no such burden, their
role is free of the self-consciousness, which dogs the pop-musician. As Adderley realizes, this is a
deadly trap: the minute you start to consider the effect of your actions on the audience, you are lost,
and all your decisions are tainted by the aspiration to be hip.
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FROM BOB DYLAN HE’LD QUOTE
By Richard Lewis
I wonder if Dylan ever uses the Internet? Somehow I doubt it so I don’t suppose he ever sees his
own official website, bobdylan.com. But perhaps someone told him about the page, that I wrote
about last month, on his debut album. Or maybe it was when he was at the Grammys and heard Dan
Tyminsky singing. At any rate something must have triggered the idea in his mind as when he
opened his current European tour in Stockholm earlier this month he had a surprise for us. The fifth
song of his set turned out to be “Man of Constant Sorrow” which I don’t think he has sung for at
least 10 years. What a treat for the Swedes. Perhaps he will do it for me next month? I hope so.
I just rejoined one of those book clubs that have great introductory offers. As part of my initial
package I got “The Oxford Book of English Verse” Edited by Christopher Ricks and a new edition of
“The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations”. The entries on Dylan in the latter volume are quite
interesting.
Dylan is described as “American singer and songwriter”. He has 16 entries of which 13 are from
song lyrics, 2 are the titles of songs and one is from an interview. The two song titles are Don’t think
twice, it’s all right and The times they are a-changin’. The interview quote is from the Mail on
Sunday on 18 January 1998 and is Dylan’s response to be described as an ‘icon’: I think that’s just
another word for a washed-up has-been.
Interesting that in “Summer Days” Dylan refers to the singer being told by the girls
“You’re a worn out star”. Of the 13 lyric quotes 11 are from that fertile period between 1962
(“Blowin’ In The Wind”) and 1966 (“Just Like A Woman”). I am sure you could work them out for
yourself but as well as the two songs I’ve mentioned there are quotes from “A Hard Rain’s A Gonna
Fall”, “With God On Our Side”,
“Mr Tambourine Man”, “Love Minus Zero”, “My Back Pages”, “It’s Alright Ma”,
“Desolation Row” and “Like A Rolling Stone”
The remaining two lyric quotes are from 1978 and 1979. Any guesses? Well the first is the couplet
Senor, Senor, do you know where we’re headin’?
Lincoln County Road or Armageddon?
And the other is this line from “Slow Train”:
All that foreign oil controlling American soil.

My edition was first published in 1999 and reprinted with corrections in 2001. It is no surprise that
Dylan still regularly sings the songs from the 60s and he regularly sings
“Senor” but I don’t think he has sung Slow Train recently. It would be nice to think that a quote or
two from “Oh Mercy”, “Time Out Of Mind” or “Love and Theft” might appear in the next edition.
What would you choose?
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By Robert Forryan
Young But Daily Growing
It must have been in about 1880 or 1881, somewhere in the English countryside. A man named
Abraham lived in and held the tenancy of a village inn. He was an innkeeper. Abraham was a young
man – he might have been 28 or 30 years old at the time. Abraham was married to Jane, whose
maiden name had been Messenger, which is a good name for a character in a Dylan magazine, you
might think.
I don’t know all that much about Abraham. I have a photo of him taken years later when he was so
much older. In the picture he has a large beard and looks like Tolstoy or, if not Tolstoy, then a
character from a play by Chekov – Uncle Vanya perhaps. But Abraham was no Tolstoy and his life
was harder than anything described by Chekov.
One day, it might have been in 1880, Jane’s sister, Sarah, came to live at the inn with Abraham and
Jane. We don’t know why this happened. Sarah was about ten years older than Jane but had never
married. In Victorian England most women would have needed a man to support them, so it seems
most likely that perhaps Sarah had been living with her father and when he died she was taken in by
her sister and brother-in-law. Whatever the reason, Sarah did live with Jane and Abraham and she
was still living with them when Jane fell pregnant with her first child. And Sarah was still living
with them a very few weeks later when she, Sarah, herself became pregnant. Abraham was the father
of both sisters’ children who were conceived within a few weeks of each other. We do not know
how the three players in this intriguing drama reacted to their situation or whether, of the two sisters,
Abraham continued to love the younger or the older, or both equally. What we do know is that, for a
while, they continued to live together at the inn. Maybe they had nowhere else to go? Who will ever
know now? However, the weeks passed and, eventually, the physical evidence of the sisters’
condition would have become apparent to all. It was the making of a huge scandal in this rural
community. One night, before either baby was born, the threesome was disturbed by drumming,
shouting and screaming. The villagers had come in a mass to drive the sinners from the village.
And so it was that Abraham, Jane and Sarah became homeless. In advanced pregnancy they must
have been desperate. Where they passed the next few weeks is not known. What is known is that
Jane had a baby that died a few days after his birth. His name was Arthur and he lived long enough
to be baptised on 27 August 1882. Sarah also had a boy, Harry, and he survived. The only thing we
know for sure after that is that the four of them eventually fetched up in another village where they
managed to rent a cottage. Abraham earned them a living by a mixture of agricultural labour and
working on the roads. Their neighbours in this village had no knowledge of the family scandal, and
Sarah’s child was raised as if he was Jane’s son. To all intents and purposes Jane ‘adopted’ Harry
and the three adults continued to live together. It is natural to speculate on whether Abraham
continued to visit Sarah’s bed. It seems likely that he did since, following Jane’s early death a few
years later, he soon married Sarah. Jane did have another son though, so Abraham did not neglect his
husbandly duties. As Arthur had died and Jane wanted an Arthur, her second child was given the
same name as his deceased brother. And since they already had a perfectly good birth certificate they
didn’t bother to register the second Arthur but allowed him to keep his brother’s certificate, so that
he was always officially some 18 months older than his bones.
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Following Jane’s death and their marriage, Abraham and Sarah lived happily enough for many years.
When they died they were buried in the same village churchyard where Jane lay. In fact, they were
buried in the same grave and so they lie together for eternity – as entwined in death as they ever
were in life.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The story I have just related seems to me to have all the qualities of a traditional folk song (or a
Thomas Hardy novel). Similar stories, though factually different, must have been handed down
orally in families all over England. Some of those stories may even form the basis of much loved
traditional songs.
When I first heard Dylan sing “Young But Daily Growing” it was the recording from the Basement
Tapes sessions. It was love at first hearing. It sounded, sounds, ‘older than old’ as Dylan himself
once said about “Mary Of The Wild Moor”. The ancient haunting quality of the song is one element
that seduces me so that I utterly love this performance. It was as if, on first listening, I instantly
recognised the song even though I had never heard it before. It felt as though some genetic memory
was unravelling webs in my mind; ancestral webs which had preserved and now carried down to me,
a modern man, familial traces from earlier generations and previous centuries. This is how “Young
But Daily Growing” affects me. Its sound, its words, its story, its characters all feel a part of me, and
the lyrics remind me – no, ‘remind’ is the wrong word – they prompt me to remember things I never
knew; if that makes any sense at all. As I listen, repeatedly, to this song, I see in my mind that which
I have never seen in what we call ‘real life’ (and what does that mean? What sort of life is unreal?
Aren't our own lives somehow less real, because more fragmented, than the lives of the characters in
all those old songs?).
I see the grave around which the grass grows long, like the grave in the village churchyard in Kirkby
Mallory where Abraham lies with the two sisters. I see the boy playing at the ball and I remember a
photograph of my father which must have been taken in about 1914 or 1915. It’s a picture of a young
boy of about three years of age, with long blonde hair and wearing what appears to be a girl’s skirt,
and he’s standing with a big leather football at his feet. The ball is much too big for him and the
overall effect – hair, skirt, football – is strangely incongruous. I know the boy in the song is much
older than this boy in my photograph, but song and picture share a strangeness so that hearing or
seeing the one always prompts thoughts of the other.
All those things get mixed up in my mind when I listen to this ancient, ancient song. Don’t tell me
that what I feel and see is a figment of my overwrought imagination for it isn’t. What this song does
to me is very real. It speaks to me from the time before I was born. It is truly haunting in that I am
spoken to by the ghosts of previous times. It is an experience so real that I could swear that I have
touched something so solid that I can feel the grain of its outer surface – a something that I can only
assume is a branch of the tree of life, inevitably an oak tree, old but daily growing from the roots of
this song; roots which represent the blood and the soil from which my parents and my grandparents
and all their ancestors sprang.
I have heard only two performances of this song by Dylan. The other is from the Carnegie Chapter
Hall, 4th November 1961, but the Basement Tapes recording is easily superior. In it, Dylan’s voice
has a quality that perfectly matches the atmosphere of the song. The voice is not old, not in the sense
that existed in 1961/62 when he was striving to sound old, but the recording itself sounds as old and
as carefully preserved as antique furniture. You could believe this recording was made in the 17th
Century – it can’t possibly have been made in the shiny, happy Sixties, can it? But whilst the
Basement Tapes recording is superior it is somehow enhanced by knowledge of the lyrics from the
earlier Carnegie Hall recording, so I have printed both versions at the end of this article. Those of
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you who listen more regularly and more intently to Dylan than I do will already be aware of the
differences. I wasn’t until now.
It had always seemed a strange song to me, even before I listened properly to the Carnegie Chapter
Hall performance. Listening now to that recording affects me oddly because it changes what I
thought I knew about the song from the 1967 version alone. There are things I didn’t know before.
Yes, I had realised that the daughter felt her father had done her wrong, but I had no realisation of
the true extent of that wrong. In fact, I had to listen more than once to the earlier recording before I
understood. Initially I thought the daughter was saying:
You’ve married me to a boy who is much too young,
For I am past twelve and he is but fourteen…
I was knocked sideways – metaphorically winded – when I finally heard:
For I am twice twelve and he is but fourteen…
Which changes everything. It even changes the scene down by the school wall, of which Greil
Marcus writes in ‘Invisible Republic’:
“There’s an oddness that can barely be spoken when she hears the schoolboys playing – among them
her husband”
Although Marcus was writing about the Basement Tapes he must have known the fuller version of
the song. It was never apparent to me, on the basis of just knowing the later recording, that her
husband was a boy at school. I had assumed that she was simply remembering a time before they
had married. Of course, in the version I then knew they marry when he is sixteen and, in those times,
he would surely have left school by then. In the 1961 lyrics he is married at 14, dead at 16. But
Marcus is right in that there always was an oddness about that scene by the school wall. It’s one of
the most visual images in the song and somehow peculiarly evokes olden times.
I still prefer the Basement tapes recording. Voice and musicians meld so beautifully and the song
feels oak-aged like fine wine. The whole thing meanders smoothly and melodically, and the sadness
which hits you when you first hear of his death is made more affecting by the line which runs:
“round his grave the grass grew long” (as it did the last time I visited the grave of Abraham, Jane
and Sarah). It is more moving than “the grass grew green”. I don’t know why.
Of course, you would expect a later recording to be more accomplished – at least, if it was not too
late in an artist’s career. And the 1967 reading is quite strange enough without the additional lyrics.
But I love them both, though not equally. Greil Marcus called The Basement Tapes a picture of the
‘old, weird America’. Well, this is old, weird England and is beautifully odd, yet it feels so real. It
has an integrity and an authenticity which compels us and transports some part of us back through
time to our once-known and twice-felt rural heritage. As Marcus writes so memorably:
“As the song ends, the woman walks through the fields, savouring the springtime, thinking of
summer and her young son; it’s unsurpassably sentimental, and you can feel sunlight bursting over
yourself as you listen”.
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CARNEGIE CHAPTER HALL – 4th November 1961.
Oh, the trees they do grow tall
And the leaves are green
And there’s many a day that you and I have seen,
For it’s once I had a true love, but now I walk alone,
He’s a bonny lad, he’s daily growing.
Oh father dearest father,
You’ve done me great wrong,
You’ve married me to a boy who is much too young,
For I am twice twelve and he is but fourteen
He’s a bonny lad, he’s young but he’s growing.
Oh father dearest father,
Oh and if it pleases you
I’ll send my man off to a school for a year or two,
And on top of his college cap he’ll wear a ribbon bold
So that the other girls might know that he’s married.
One day when I was walking all alone,
Down by the school wall,
I saw the boys a-play at the bouncing of the ball,
And my own true love was the fairest of them all
He’s a bonny lad, he’s daily growing.
At the age of fourteen he was a married man,
At the age of fifteen the father of a son,
At the age of sixteen his grave the grass grew green,
Cruel death has put an end to his growing.
I’ll buy my love a shroud of ornamental brown
And place it on his grave where the tears come trickling down,
For it’s once I had a true love but now I have none,
But I’ll watch his bonny son while he’s growing.
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THE BASEMENT TAPES

He’s young but he’s daily growing
Oh daughter dearest daughter,
I have done you no wrong,
I’ve wed you to none other than a wealthy man’s son
And he will be a man to you when I am dead and gone,
He’s young but he’s daily growing.
Oh one day as I was walking all alone
Down by the school wall,
I saw the boys they were playing at the ball,
And my own true love was the fairest of them all,
He was young but he was daily growing.
At the age of sixteen years he was a married man,
At the age of seventeen he was the father of a son,
At the age of eighteen years round his grave the grass grew long,
Cruel death had put an end to his growing.
Oh, the springtime has laid him out
And summer’s coming on,
With ornaments and things the ladies all pass on,
Oh it’s once I had a true love but now I have none,
But I watch his bonny son while he’s growing.
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WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED
By Jim Gillan
whether they mean much, well I really don’t
care. The out-takes were better. Well,
maybe.

Ah, the difficult third column. Thankfully
inspiration in the form of Freewheelin’ 199
has arrived with a thump. It’s not that it’s a
particularly heavy tome, it’s just that the
letterbox is a long way from the floor. But
enough of that nonsense. On to this instead.
Now then, Paula’s piece on ‘The Formative
Dylan’, Todd Harvey’s overview of Bob’s
early (1961-63 output) is a cogent, considered,
well-presented and thoughtfully argued take
on the book. And what’s wrong with a hearty
dollop of tautology? Best sellers are full of
it. Quite.

Saw Macbeth recently. Good production of a
difficult play. Spoiled very slightly for me by the
considerable height difference between Macbeth
and his missus. I acknowledge that this is a trivial
thing, but it intruded enough to notice. Does it
diminish Will’s work? Not really. The only thing
that was reduced was the actress. Yes, I’m being
deliberately sizeist, but only to illustrate that no
matter how loudly/cleverly/crudely an opinion is
advanced, it remains an opinion. Though some
may choose to call it fact. And THAT can matter.

But that aside, it’s about 176.875 degrees
removed from the review I recently penned for
Isis. I too turned the heat up under the
cogent/considered/etc bit of the grey matter,
but in me the result was that on the whole I
gave a resounding thumbs up to the work.
H’mmm, something of a difference. Perhaps
others will look at both Paula’s and mine, then
conclude on some distant wall that she’s
wrong from her side and I’m wrong from
mine. Maybe the only one who cares either
way is Todd, who presumably would quite
like to sell a few copies to keep the Harvey
kids in shoes and popcorn.

Consider (if you care to) the views expressed
about ‘Down in the Groove’, ‘Dylan and the
Dead’, 'Self-Portrait’ and so on. Personally I
incline towards Freewheeler David’s simply
stated, ‘my favourite Dylan song is ‘Death is not
the End’. Well that’s nearly two of us, as I only
like it a lot. Any more takers and we’ll have a
damn movement. For that matter, I like most of
the tracks on ‘Groove’, but I don’t regard the
album as being a particularly coheren t piece of
work. Just a view. Oh, nearly forgot. Macbeth
has that line in it about “a tale told by an idiot,
signifying nothing”.
Old Will was mighty observant and remains so.
Like Bob, there are any number of learned tomes
devoted to his every word; any number of critiques
about his treatment of language, history, women
etc etc etc and every likelihood that there will be
many more, but there is no substitute for simply
reading the plays, or watching them, or acting
them out for yourself. A small shift in emphasis,
intonation, delivery can have a big effect. Like
every performer, Bob does this every time he
walks on stage, but is arguably more aware of it
than most, as well as being willing to embrace
change, with all its attendant risks and rewards.
Even when a Michael Gray is lurking, bile souring
his every orifice.

Many and diverse are the perspectives on
anything to do with Bob. But are they of any
real value? And if so, who to? Truth, fact,
belief, what is said, seen and done is only the
expression of an individual’s take on anything.
This applies as much to Bob as it does to any
commentary, critique, rebuttal or whatever
that Dylan and his art attracts. Oh sure, a lot
of folks put store in others, be they priests,
politicians, gurus or world authorities. Why
this should be is not something I care to think
on. Anyway to borrow a bit from Behan, a bit
from Bob and the rest from the murky corners
of my mind - An opinion ain’t nothing, it’s
only a view, / For the things that I’m seein’
might not work for you. / My wild words of
wonder can waltz through the air, As to

Mikey is more of an irritant than most professional
(!) critics, simply because he has a reasonably
good technical mastery of the pen, which gets him
published and read. But his art (for such it is,
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though I tend to think the ‘f’ is silent) is much
diminished by the way he treats others in Song
&Dance Man 3, as well as his tendency to
pronounce judgement on everything. Perhaps he
thinks that to do so evidence of the knowledge and
learning that goes with being a ‘world authority’
on Bob. Me, I know nothing. But that’s what
Socrates said, so all I’m doing is underlining my
lack of originality.

Mikey’s later career as a world authority, is scarily
coincidental and the stuff of the X Files.
We now know that the leek-wielding ‘Boggs’ had
jumped ship when it docked (another amazing
coincidence) in Wales. As a younger man he had
once seen Dock Boggs play. Sensing a kindred
and equally disturbed spirit, and detesting his
birth-name ‘Silver’ (he was fed up with the
rejection implicit in the perennial cries of ‘Hi Ho
Silver, away!’ which were common at the time) he
adopted the alias ‘Boggs’ and took to humming
songs such as ‘Sugar Baby’. Note please that this
includes ‘O I’ve got no sugar baby now’ and
‘What more could a poor boy do’ – words which
Dylan blatantly uses as song titles in ‘Love and
Theft’. Anyway, back to what really matters. The
unfortunate collision of events – or, more
precisely, the collision of leek and Ma’s left ear.
Stumbling, she grunted in a mixture of surprise
and pain, causing her to gasp ‘my baby!’ And
‘poor boy!’.
Do I need to point out the
connection? I thought not. Meanwhile, inside the
womb, the as yet unborn Michael felt the bump on
his head as Ma fell against the pub railings. In
reply to her cries, he replied ‘It’s alright ma, I can
take it.’ Astonishing or what?

Last words on the Gray, at least for now. Back in
the June 2001 issue of Mojo (which I’ve only now
read), Richard Williams told us that he had been
taken to task by MG for writing favourably in the
Times about the ‘wrecked majesty’ of the
Dylan/Dead Auzten Stadium performance of
‘Queen Jane Approximately.’ Zen, Richard, it’s
not you personally, but rather a Williams thing, as
I shall now explain.
Remember how shabbily MG treated Paul
Williams in S&D M 3? That’s right! He too is a
Williams! Could it be therefore that MG has a
deep-seated fear, perhaps bordering on hatred of
the name? Following clues in my detective bag
and knowing how much a theory, any theory, is
valued by Bob watchers, I determined that the
name “Williams” is commonly found in Wales.
Now at some point, perhaps in another lifetime, on
a road full of mud somewhere in Tiger Bay,
Cardiff (or is it Swansea? No matter) the then
pregnant mother of MG, waddling with the weight
of her extraordinarily talented (we have his word
for this) foetus, was almost felled by a blow from
a leek! A large leek, wielded by a demented 43
year old one-legged ex sailor, cook and parrot
fancier from West Virginia. Who answered to the
name of ‘Boggs’. However this was not his real
name, as will be revealed below.

But although in an instant the rift in
time/space/place was healed, which meant that
Mum was returned home, clutching a piece of a
leek as partial compensation for her ordeal, the
damage had been done to baby Mike. The wallop,
though minor, was sufficient to cause a
fundamental shift in his neural pathways, resulting
in an over-developed opinion and a dislike of
anything remotely Welsh. Paradoxically it also
prompted an attraction of sorts to the name Dylan,
though as all the world knows, Mikey fights hard
to suppress much of this. So quod erat
demonstrandum and even honi soit qui mal y
pense, it’s all crystal clear. And no need for
footnotes either.

The attack explains at least some of the irrational
behaviour of the adult Michael. His detestation of
the Williams (any of ‘em) is less to do with the
worth or otherwise of their views, than it is with
the dimly remember pain of being battered about
the head when his surprised Ma stumbled against
the railings of the ‘Under Milk Wood’ public
house. It wasn’t so much the assault that caused
her consternation; rather it was suddenly finding
herself plucked from her familiar home ground
and deposited outside a grimly unwelcoming
(being a Sunday, it was closed) Welsh boozer.
What she didn’t know was that a rift had
temporarily opened in the time/space/place
continuum and that the inevitable, but in her case
unfortunate exchange of matter had brought her in
to contact with an obsessive. Which, looking at

I contend that all The Formative Dylan attempts to
do is identify some of the things that influenced
Bob’s material in the early years of his
‘professional’ life, as well as explore likely
sources and look at differences in his treatment of
the pieces.
Value judgements are generally
avoided, as is anything pertaining to mood or
feeling. This does make it a little dry in places,
but I was stirred, rather than shaken, by this. Lazy
sod that I am, I do like pointers towards Bob’s
musical and other influences, but can do without
any speculation on their importance to him and the
emotions they might have stirred within him at any
given moment. Lest I sound like some unfeeling
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old scrote (though some, myself included, might
say that I qualify on at least two of the three) I
recently bawled my eyes out whilst watching a
video of students of the Royal Opera House
singing ‘Va, pensiero’, aka the chorus of the
Hebrew slaves, from Nabucco.

constantly change. Granted this can be unsettling
and anarchic, but is also hugely rewarding, as it
means that every day can offer something entirely
new, even if it is only to the apparently mundane
and the boringly familiar.
Comparisons, like
explanations, become secondary to the joy of
exploration and discovery. Sometimes there is
disappointment, but what the hell, rain is as
necessary as sun. And there can be pleasure in
both.

It will never be seen as part of a fully realised
performance.
No orchestral accompaniment,
limited lighting, hastily improvised costume, but
what a triumph.
Verdi’s parallel with an
oppressed and fragmented Italian people sustained
by belief and each other brilliantly executed. I’ll
watch it again and again and though I might not
always cry, I’ll hug close to me the knowledge that
I once did and hope I will again. I might also shed
a tear over Dick Gaughan’s Amandla, or Bob’s
‘Every Grain of Sand’ out-take on the Genuine
Bootleg Series. And his ‘Not Dark Yet’, ‘Visions
of Johanna’ and ‘Mississippi.’ Which now feels
like this. Mis..s..issi…..p…..p……i. A very
different song indeed.

There is of course also any amount of pleasure to
be had in expressing a view on Dylan’s art and
what informs it. Many people like to discuss this
with others, perhaps to seek consensus, or
seemingly as often, to find reasons to argue. And
on the whole it does no harm. But whilst detecting
influences and impact can be difficult enough, it
pales beside the problem of determining motive,
intention and emotion. And even if it is possible to
be 100% right, it’s only a snapshot. Ultimately as
ridiculous as what is penned above. Just a view.
Roll on the shows.

So, at the risk of stating the obvious all over again,
everything is subject to perspective. Which can
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Boots of Spanish Leather - The Prologue
By Patrick J. Webster

462 words on
The love song and anti-love song

I want to begin this month by making a clear statement, I want to suggest that the most significant
genre of Dylan’s work is the love song. Now I know the love song is the staple element in popular
music as a whole, but I want to suggest that nearly all of Dylan’s love songs, of which there are
several hundred, set out to either consciously or unconsciously subvert their own genre. Dylan’s love
songs are mostly what might be called ‘anti-love songs’.

I say this because it seems to me that Dylan’s love songs are primarily concerned not with trying to
obtain the love of a woman, but rather are concerned with how to escape the domain of woman.
‘Boots of Spanish Leather,’ is, I would suggest, one of the very greatest of Dylan’s love songs, but it
is also of interest because it is close to being a complete exception within Dylan’s canon. I say this
insomuch it is a song in which a woman is leaving a man. This is rare in Dylan’s work, the general
discourse of Dylan’s work is to offer us reasons for men to leave women. It seems to me that this is
apparent from the beginning, from his first love song, which I see as being ‘Don’t Think Twice, It’s
Alright’ right up to the most recent - to the greatest love song Dylan has recently offered us,
‘Mississippi.’.
The crucial line in ‘Don¹t Think Twice, It’s Alright’ in fact it is a crucial line in the whole of
Dylan’s work - if one understands this then the whole of his work becomes clearer; the line is as
follows:
‘You’re the reason I¹m travelling on ...’
Once you understand that women are the cause of masculine wandering then you have a key to
comprehending a great part of the ways sexual politics are extolled in Dylan’s work. You get the
same sense of the distance of the gender divide in ‘Mississippi’ wherein we are told:
‘I’ve been in trouble ever since I put my suitcase down ...’
‘I stayed in Mississippi a day too long ...’
The point I am making here is that the discourse of Dylan’s work depends upon a relentless desire
for - but more significantly a fear of - women.

I state all this to set up a reading of ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’ in my next piece. And also to raise
questions for debate. It seems to me that we see the work of a songwriter like Bob Dylan with much
greater focus when we try and identify the dominant themes at play in his work. After I have laid out
my ideas on ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’ next time I would be interested in other views on this.
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Trouble In Mind.
By Neil Watson
A few days ago I received the latest cdr Tree package from Chris. This contained a
nice recording of the Dallas 22/2/02 show. There was bad news enclosed in Chris’
letter stating that ‘I feel compelled to STOP the trees forthwith as the present system
is simply not working and proving too time consuming now’.
Well, I can understand it being too time consuming knowing Chris as I do and the
constant workload he gets through in this Dylan world. What was disturbing was the
reason why Chris felt he had to quit the cdr trees.
‘Sadly of all the cdrs I have sent most have failed to return and only two have been
paid for. Some members seem unable to grasp the fact that I get nothing from this, so
the charge of the cdrs was meant to pay my postage and cdr costs, several have
commented that ‘they can get cdrs for less than I am charging’ which of course is
true… of blank discs’.
But I have to record them, buy the packaging and pay the postage and I am afraid
much as I cherish the memory of John (Green) I cannot continue to subsidise this
system. Quite right too. I couldn’t believe that people could not be bothered to return
the discs or to pay for the one’s they wanted to keep. This is just not keeping in the
spirit of what the project was intended for. Which was to keep the memory of John
Green alive by sharing in his vast collection of rare Dylan material.
Personally, I think that when Chris progressed from the ‘Tape Tree’ to the present
‘CDr Tree’ and offered the copied discs at £1 each was a very good deal. When you
consider it used to cost at least twice as much when we collected all the shows on
tape. How much for say two TDK Sas for one show? Which would you rather have, a
show on cds or tapes. No contest. Bearing this in mind Chris was offering a very good
deal.
We all know that if you buy blank discs in bulk they can work out as little as 25p each
but costs have to be covered. Obviously if you have a cd writer you could simply
make your own copies of the shows when they arrive via the cdr tree. How cheap is
that? This was growing into an excellent service – but looks now like it could be over.
Shame. John deserved better than this. Much better.
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The time is nearly upon us again to see the man who has no stage fright. Bob will be
here with us on these shores in the early part of May in all the usual spots. I’ve had
good reports from friends who attended one of the recent Paris shows. Lots of changes
in the set-lists and good performances I’m reliably informed. What else could we
ask?
There will be loads of the usual press coverage. But is there really anything left to say
about Bob Dylan? Can we really review a Dylan concert anymore after SO many?
What we need is the view from the other side. What Bob Dylan has to say on Bob
Dylan. The first instalment of the autobiography would do nicely!
Sometimes it happens that you meet history. Also outside the museum. Bob Dylan is
there, he comes into the room dressed like a gentleman from the Old West. Black and
Grey. ‘Love And Theft’ it all fits together.
Will the sixty year-old Dylan tour indefinitely?
Answer, ‘I don’t see myself doing anything indefinitely. I see myself fulfilling the
commitments at the moment. Anything beyond that,
…time will have to tell’.
Question, So, how do you feel personally? There’s a lot of spirit in the new album.
Do you feel pretty good about things?
Answer, ‘Any day above the ground is a good day’
(Robert Hilburn Interview, L.A. Times Sept. 2001)
Question is, will Dylan give us his ‘I am the spokesman for a generation’ line this
time around?
Meanwhile to close, here is this months Dylan poem.
Everything cloudy, fuzzy, out of shape.
Dull thudding in head, images of Bob Dylan’s false teeth float towards me
Like satanic frizbees, think I may emit.
Nearly done, dogs all gone, run free. Spirits high though, in spite of
Damned howling gale of pop mediocrity all about us.
Last stretch now, can hardly wait for the feel of a real bed and a woman’s
Soft moustache.
No, I don’t think it is a Tarantula out-take.
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HIPSTERS, FLIPSTERS & FINGER
POPPIN’ DADDIES!
By

C.P. Lee

Dylan the magnificent is touring again and already CDRs are thudding through the letterbox –
sometimes before he’s even played the gig! – I jest of course – But the speed with which recordings
are becoming available, as CDRs, mini-discs, tapes and mp3s is beyond belief.
A few weeks ago in an attic in Philadelphia we listened spellbound (while the hours, etc) to a
download of Bob and the guys playing Man Of Constant Sorrow, which had been recorded six hours
earlier in Norway. Truly, we thought, this is a wonderful world. But, as has been pointed out in the
pages of Freewheelin’ before, are we gaining something here or are we losing something? Not that
long ago going to see any artist touring, let alone Dylan, was a lottery. There might be some pretour publicity in the shape of an interview or an article, but very often you wouldn’t even know who
was backing Dylan on his jaunts, let alone what the previous night’s set-list had been. Now we have
the ‘Dylan Pool’ scientifically weighing up theoretical lists, web sites devoted to his various musicians,
discographies, photographs, reviews, downloads of confidential contract riders published for All to
see (nothing special as it happens), every intimate detail, no matter how small or insignificant,
flagged up in cyberspace and floating on the breeze of conjecture.
As I’ve written and said before, none of this was around in 1966 when I first saw Dylan live. Just word
of mouth and a typed sheet of paper in a record store window was all that was needed to sell-out
the Free Trade Hall. The stupendously helpful publicity machine that was Albert Grossman’s office
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very rarely issued publicity photos – just look at the photograph of Bob used on The Beatles Sgt

Pepper album cover. It dates from 1965, but the Beatle’s cover was shot in 1967! Bob and Albert
were seldom forthcoming with information. What little bits that came out were gleaned by us from
the music papers of the day, principally New Musical Express, and Melody Maker were the prime
conduits for anything to do with Dylan. And those nuggets were few and far between. We were
aware of the controversy surrounding Dylan’s ‘going electric’ at the 1965 Newport Folk Festival
because we were able to read short items and snippets in appallingly coy gossip columns in the
aforementioned papers – Columns like ‘The Raver’ in Melody Maker and ‘Alley Cat’ in The New

Musical Express. ‘Alley Cat’ used phrases like ‘Petula Clark is infanticipating’, when the bright eyed
British songstress got pregnant. You can imagine how they dealt with Dylan.
Before moving on to deal with the meat of this piece I’d just like to conclude this nostalgia fest with
this observation – It might have been more exciting in the old days, not knowing what you were
going to see. It certainly gave it an air of anticipation that seems harder to generate these days, but,
hey, things have changed and it’s no use us looking back is it? Which is, of course, what I propose to
do now.
A couple of years ago a tape of Dylan’s 1966 performance at the Sydney Stadium was unearthed. It
was a gem, a real find. One almost felt like Howard Carter at the opening of Tutankhamun’s tomb
when it was first played to me over the phone from thousands of miles away in Australia. I
conjectured in the pages of Isis Magazine that the find might possibly be the last (recorded) word on
the subject of Dylan’s most glorious period of experimentation and confrontation, but maybe, just
maybe, there were other tape boxes hidden away in attics and garages that could shed more light
on the times. The next thing I knew Genuine Live 66 appeared and, once again, it seemed that we
had heard the last word. Could there be anything else out there? Well, not surprisingly, another
recording has come to light – Bob Dylan and The Hawks at the Bushnell Memorial Auditorium,
Hartford CT, October 30th, 1965.
Sadly the recording isn’t a soundboard like the majority of the material on GL66. It’s an audience
tape made on a Woolworth’s battery operated reel to reel, an object that was reasonably
common at the time. One of the major problems with this type of recorder is that they had an
automatic level facility which would drop the recording volume when it hit a certain peak, so the
final recording is prone to drop out at inconvenient spots. The other major problem, and one
that’s still with us to this very day, is the fact that it’s recorded by a member of the audience in an
auditorium – i.e. the taper’s surrounded by other attendees and they will inevitably make noises
at inappropriate moments. Still, it all adds to the ambiance I suppose. Overall I’d say the quality is
slightly inferior to the December Berkeley show, but very listenable never the less.
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News about the existence of the tape emerged on rmd, the Dylan internet newsgroup. A guy posted
that a friend of a friend had found it in a cupboard where it had been since virtually the day he’s
recorded it. His sole proviso for making it available now was that it was to be distributed free of
charge and as widely as possible. See, there are still good people around. A tree was immediately set
up and it is now ‘out there’ and daily growing. Doubtless the greed head bootleggers will be copying
it and selling it, but if you want a copy for nothing and you haven’t got one yet, please just ask me
and I’d be happy to burn you one. Now – the big question – what’s it like?
Firstly, a socio-historical context. Hartford was played just over three months after Newport and the
band consists of Robertson, Danko, Manuel, Hudson and Helm, Kooper having jumped ship before
the tour proper began. Helm was to go to in a few weeks time, to be replaced at first by Bobby
Gregg and then for the 1966 world tour by Mickey Jones, but here at Hartford we have essentially
the outfit as it was always envisaged. .
Post Newport we have the Hollywood Bowl recording as reference point, but that’s still with Kooper
and Harvey Brooks on bass. Post Hartford we have the Berkeley concert and that one’s without
Helm, so Hartford is of great historical significance, allowing us, as it does, another peek into the
musical laboratory of Dylan’s alchemical factory, where the transmutation of Folk and R n B into
that thin wild mercury music was taking place.
Levon Helm We found a way of performing with Bob. It was a hell of a challenge because he was

still learning about a band. He would suddenly stop and break the beat, and we’d get confused and
not know where we were. We’d look at one another and try to figure out if we were playing great
music or total bullshit.
On the evidence provided by the recording, they were playing ‘great music’.
The concert is divided into two halves as per the rest of the tour, opening with a solo acoustic section.
Dylan, it seems to me, was going out of his way to please those members of his audience that
weren’t sure, or were unready for his electric persona. He seems quite happy here and throughout
the following months to give them forty-five minutes in his ‘old style’ before plugging in. History
records that by mid-1966 he was ready and willing to go full tilt into a completely electric set,
abandoning the acoustic section altogether. Mickey Jones reports that Dylan told him the next phase
of the world tour, which was to have started off at Shea Stadium in August and climaxed in
Moscow, would be completely electric. A fascinating ‘what if?’
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A quick note about the ‘shape’ of the recording – Several commentators have suggested that the
taper(s) have ‘clipped’ the performances when they didn’t like the songs. I would suggest that it is
more to do with the amount of tape on the spool and their desire to get a ‘snapshot’ of some of the
numbers and ‘completeish’ recordings of others. This is particularly apparent in the electric segment
as we shall see in a moment. I guess it’s also applicable to the acoustic set because, fascinating as it is,
these are numbers that the tapers would presumably have anyway and what they’ve done is
‘archived’ the live performance in their own way. There are seven fragments of Dylan’s solo
appearance. All the numbers are enthusiastically applauded by the crowd (as, we shall see, are the
electric ones). All would be familiar to them from previously released records. This is October 1965, so
we don’t get Visions of Johanna or Just Like A Woman.
I get the distinct impression that our friendly local neighbourhood tapers are waiting for the second
half of the show and when that comes on, they don’t disappoint. It opens up with a full recording of

Tombstone Blues and, crappy sound quality aside, it’s a blistering version that for my money, is far
superior to the one off the officially released album where Mike Bloomfield supplied the lead guitar.
Robertson and company lead the full out aural assault with all the energy and chutzpah one would
expect from an outfit that had been playing together for so long. They clearly demonstrate that
they’re the perfect backing group for Dylan. The surprise comes when the song mutates into a Who

Do You Love? Bo Diddley based riff – Chunka Chunka Chunkacha! – the riff ‘borrowed’ by Buddy
Holly for Not Fade Away, recently resurrected by Dylan on the European leg of the spring 2002
tour.
Next up is Baby Let me Follow You Down. Again, the first few bars in and the audience is
applauding, well, at least those around the tapers. It is hard to gauge the overall audience reaction
because the tunes are edited at the end so we don’t get to fully appreciate what was going down in
the rest of the hall. The number is more or less as it would be played in 1966. It’s solid and when they
lay it down – it stays there. The following number, Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues, is edited on the
tape. Possibly they were beginning to get worried about whether they would have enough on the
spool to get their ‘snapshots’. Enthusiasm is getting the better of them though when Dylan starts the
opening of Maggies Farm, and they leave the tape rolling – Thank heavens.
It starts with just Dylan on his own strumming his Fender guitar and singing the opening two lines –
then the band crash in en masse, all guns blazing. Again the audience appear to be happy giving it
a big round of applause, and the song doesn’t let anybody down – thumping chord crashes on the
end of line off beats punctuate Dylan’s litany of freedom.
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Another crowd pleaser, It Aint Me Babe. The song, familiar from Dylan’s more recent past, has been
arranged with thumping dynamics and almost baroque arpeggios on the keyboards. To my ears it
sounds like Bob Dylan meets Liberace over half a cup of acid – superb, and unlike the
straightforward Rock onslaughts that coalesced around the second half of the tour. Magnificent and
frightening.
We know reach the only audible bit of heckling – A lone voice in the crowd shouts out “Folk music”,
just as Dylan begins the opening chords to Ballad of a Thin Man. It’s almost as if they were planted
in the crowd to shout at that specific point so ironic is the cry. The tapers let one verse through before
shutting down their machine. Tape must have been getting too tight to mention at this point, so my
guess is that they were saving themselves for the next number. Which just happens to be a
devastating version of Positively 4th Street.
This version is very similar to the record and to the Sydney performance except that Dylan sings it a
lot better this time than he did in Australia. Like he really means it, man. The first proto-punk put
down song in the annals of Pop history.
All of which takes us to Dylan’s final offering of the night which is of course – Like A Rolling Stone.
Sadly, our tapers can see that things are reaching the end, so they keep stopping and starting the
tape, trying to catch bits and pieces of the verses. Then it finally does run out and the recording is
over.
This is a definite must for us all. Even though the quality leaves a lot to be desired it is yet another
quintessential Dylan performance, and an absolutely necessary addition to the archives of oblivion.
Yet again I find myself asking – what else may be lurking, hidden in people’s garages and attics?
A final word that, in a way, takes us back to the beginning of this piece. By a strange coincidence
this gig happened to be one of those little bits of information that came our way in 1965. And,
what’s more, I remember reading the article. Well, it was actually more like a paragraph in the

NME. Somebody in the States had sent a potted review of the gig and commented that the
audience were shouting out things like – “Go back to England!” and “Get rid of the band!” – None
of that is evident on the recording. With the exception of the ‘Folk music’ shout, there seems to be
very little animosity, but certainly a great deal of enthusiasm. The dynamics of the recording
equipment have to be taken into account here. Whatever, a great piece of history.
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A Mackem in Washington says………
Uncut covers and cover versions give rise to debate
in the watering holes of the great unwashed.
By David Brazier
It has been a slow month in the state of Washington….
As Bob started his summer holidays with a jaunt through Scandinavia, our TV screens were filled
with images of the death of the Queen Mum (God Bless Her!!).
So what does the death of one over privileged have to do His Bobness?
Nothing, I am glad to say!! We have MUCH weightier titbits to occupy our minds (that’s if titbits
have weight!!)
I write this only a couple of days before the north east contingent jollies off to the Newcastle Arena
to see Bob, so no chance for hindsight and 20/20 vision, just an unexpurgated blast of hyperbole and
quick thoughts.
Whilst the world pontificates upon these morsels, and other items, we in Bob land girded our loins in
expectation of getting a gig to see in the forthcoming weeks. And at least now it looks like (and
didn’t I say this last time around?) we DO have something to talk about. The resuscitation of
“Hummingbird” to start the sets, and “Solid Rock” and “Man of Constant Sorrow” popping up in the
main body of the set. Oh, be still my beating heart!! First night gave us:

5th April 2002 Stockholm
1. Hummingbird
2. The Times They Are A-Changing
3. It's alright Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)
4. Don't Think Twice, It's All Right
5. Man Of Constant Sorrow
6. Lay, Lady Lay
7. Solid Rock
8. Positively Fourth Street
9. Tweedle Dee And Tweedle Dum
10. Make You Feel My Love
11. Maggie's Farm
12. Summer Days
13. Sugar Baby
14. Drifter's Escape
15. Rainy Day Women # 12 & 35
16. Things Have Changed
17. Like A Rolling Stone
18, Forever Young
19, Honest With Me
20. Blowing In The Wind
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Now , Man of Constant Sorrow is an interesting choice, first time played since – 17th October, 1990
in New York City (so my swift check of the web tells me!! “http://up.to/boblast”),
And Solid Rock? 21st November 1981, Lakeland, FL.
See? This Internet thingy can be damn useful at times!!
I don’t want to harp on too much about how technology is value free as I said last time. Though it
did lead to an interesting discussion with a work colleague who could not quite get her head around
the concept………… But whereas the knowledge that Bob has, if not shaken his set list up, at least
employed some stimulation to it, is very interesting. What I find even more interesting, is the
dissemination of knowledge and detail that the Internet affords us.
From Carl Eric’s wonderful Dylan page (“http://www.expectingrain.com”), are links giving us the
impressions of a few individuals who attended the first show (and subsequent shows), and then there
are replies to those comments, from all around the world, either asking for more detail, or thanking
the posters for their input.
The set lists have thrown up the odd rare morsel, “Not Fade Away”, “Country Pie” pops back, as
does “If Dogs Run Free”, “Every Grain of Sand” gets a dust off, along with “In The Garden”.
Nothing earth shattering, but still interesting.
And talking about the dissemination of knowledge…….
Bob adorns the front (and a massive amount inside) of the latest issue of Uncut magazine (TAKE 61,
June 2002): going for the two different covers, with two different cover-version CD’s approach in a
bid to promote it’s love of Dylan (or increase sales……).
There are people who will be gnashing their teeth at the thought of this correspondent now getting
his hands on TWO more CD’s of cover versions, having partaken of the Dalbeattie experience (soon
to become the Kircudbright Klambash?) in earlier times, where the highlight of the quiz has always
been the cover version rounds……
The magazine attempts to give us the top 40 Dylan songs of all time, having canvassed the opinions
of a shed load of pop and rock celebrities, From Damon Albarn to Pete Yorn via Billy Bragg, Kris
Kristofferson, Michael Gray and about 50 odd others. I won’t spoil anyone’s enjoyment by saying
which song gets voted number one, but can you really respect such a list that fails to put “Death is
not the End” into the list at ALL?
But it is still worth reading……..
So, be careful out there……….. Hope you enjoyed your show(s) if and when you got there.
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by

Chris Cooper

Out in the Moonlight, not alone.
It has finally arrived. Never thought it would, I mean everything seemed to be so distant this
time. For me the main reason for this apparent distance was the late arrival of tickets.
Now before we get the wrong Idea I am in no way knocking J Baldwin here. I am aware a
little, of the hassle that he had to go through to get us all seated at our shows each night.
But whilst I know it isn’t his fault the delay had let me think things were still a long way off.
Then they arrived. You look at them and you realize that really it is almost THAT time
again. SHOWTIME..
I don’t know about you but I have been at this nonsense a long time now. First time I did a
run of shows was ’78. And since then it has happened often. And there are a million
memories between then and now. Back then I though music was so important to us all.
Accuse me of being naïve if you like but I was waiting for it to change my life, and the
worlds too. Well it sure has changed mine anyway. Back in ’78 Dizzy and I spent a night
on a cold pavement in Birmingham cueing for those elusive tickets. Since then I have done
similar stuff year after year. Somewhere down the line Dizzy grew up and left this crazy
nonsense behind. But her crazy husband has never been able to kick the habit. It is to her
eternal credit and equally the cause of much heartache I am sure, that she has let me
keep this strange hobby going, and in fact always supported me in it. But 78 was 24 years
ago. The kids have grown and gone but still we plod on. Do you ask yourself why
sometimes? I sure do.
As I am sitting here I am playing a super recording of Berlin 11 April show. Bob sounds
quite stately here, he sings most of the songs in his slow “elder statesmen” voice. It suits
this stuff well. The old bugger is wearing pretty good but you have to be blind to not see the
cracks these days. But has he changed the world? Has he saved any lives ? Unlikely. He
is what he was then I guess, a poet and a musician and little more. But it has been a slow
and torturous road from there to here. I never thought I would be here.
How many shows you going to?
You know I was booking every gig before I even considered it. Was it routine or need?
Nowadays the tickets are easier to get and I don’t have to pawn the cat to pay for them.
But I have a confession to make.
I know this will shock you so take a seat.
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Comfortable? Are you prepared ?
I did consider………..

Steel yourself now…

Missing a few!!!

Honest!
I cannot hide such a decision usually around “I can’t get away from work” or “It’s too far to
get too”. Being the boss has it’s compensations, I can take the time pretty much as I want
too. No the considerations are different to that.
It’s not just a case of “Do I have the Desire?”
It more a question of “Do I Have the energy?”
Well do ya? Punk? (Ooops wrong theme)
You see all those years ago I was alone in my venture, that is I knew few “Dylan people”
and so went to the shows with Dizzy. Of course I was never alone there were always a
few thousand other people there. But who was counting.
I remember Dylan playing Tambourine Man in 78 and feeling the rush of adrenalin in me
mixing with crowds juices. A wonderful experience which I seem to find harder to rekindle
now. Odd thing is now when I go to a show I DO know a lot of the people there, but we
don’t seem to share that magic anymore.
Is it Bob’s fault or mine? I am not sure.
Many old friends have gone either from Dylan or my life or both but that does not really
explain why I feel more alone at these things these days. Sometimes I find my self
witnessing a ritual rather than being part of an event.
Hell this sounds depressing what?
It’s not meant to be. I have high hopes for these shows I intend to try to pay better attention
an tell you all about them next time, because yes I am still doing them all. (Dizzy says she
knew I always would)
So If Bob succeeds in rejuvenating me I’ll tell you.
An if he doesn’t then maybe next I will miss a show?

Maybe, someday…

Till Next Time.
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Brighton and Bournemouth, 2002

By Paula Radice
Well, probably no surprise that this is a "live" review rather than a book one this month. I've
just arrived back from Bournemouth, on Bank Holiday Monday, and have now got to be
patient and calm for five days while Bob tours the parts of England I can't reach (and get
back to school each following morning) until he gets to London next weekend. I've never
been more tempted to chuck my job in. I wish I'd played the Lottery on Saturday.
It was an amazing weekend, one of those times when everything seems to conspire to go
well and each part of the experience is enjoyable. The first concert of a new tour is always
exciting, and I have very good memories of seeing Bob (literally, outside his hotel) in
Brighton last time he played there, so the whole of last week was focused ahead on
Brighton. Ignoring the difficulties of finding a car parking space on a sunny Bank Holiday
weekend at the start of the street events of Brighton Arts Fair, the day was great. Monica
and I disgraced ourselves by buying up most of the contents of the merchandise stall (we
had to be given a box to carry off our purchases. My excuse is that, as I've been losing a
lot of weight, none of my Dylan t-shirts fit me anymore, so I had to restock a bit).
I thought the show itself was wonderful. I found myself going through a series of emotional
states. This is how it went:
1. (Before the show) : I'm prepared for possible disappointment. The last shows I saw
(1990) were superb. Bob's voice might have deteriorated markedly since then. The band
may not be as fresh and tight as they were then. Bob might have an off day today. I try not
to expect too much.
2. (Bob comes on stage): He looks good! Well, the shirt collar is ten sizes too big (as
always), but the white (stetson?) hat's great, and he's not wearing the turned-up-toes white
cowboy boots from 2000 that made him look like a little dancing pixie. That's got to be a
major bonus. In 2000, Monica and I kept missing the first 3 or 4 songs each night, because
we couldn't stop laughing at the boots.
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3. (I am the Man, Thomas) : The band sound great! Bob sounds great! He looks happy
and relaxed, and there's a high ILK Index (Independent Left Knee, that is. I have a
theory that Bob's left knee is actually controlled remotely by someone backstage. It
seems the only explanation).

It's intriguing to watch the band through binoculars and try to figure out how they
manage to play together so tightly without apparently making more than the most
minimal amount of eye contact. Have they been mind-melded? The sound they have
achieved is phenomenal, not a wasted note and full of power. They even manage to
make Bob's guitar solos seem good. It's just so exciting to hear, and the friends from
Hastings who've not been to a Dylan show for ten years are in what can only be
described as shock. Maurice, a Grateful Dead fan (very unfortunately) keeps muttering,
"absolutely wonderful" over and over again under his breath in an awed tone. It
reminded me of the last time I persuaded someone to come to a Dylan show with me in 1991. They didn't speak to me all the way home from Birmingham to Durham. At
least I know that isn't going to happen tonight.

4. (Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum) : My first live "Love and Theft" song, and it sounds
fantastic. Dylan's voice is just so right for this song - it menaces and growls through the
surface lightness of the words. I can't believe how crisp and clear his voice is sounding.
It seems as if he's determined to get the words out strongly and with meaning. There's
such a feeling of purpose, dynamism. I am going into a detached state of what is called
in teaching "Awe and Wonder" (it's what we're supposed to help children achieve in
R.E. lessons. Perhaps we should take them to Dylan concerts. It certainly works for
me.)

Anyone watching me from this point on at Brighton might have been unsure as to
whether I was enjoying myself at all. I was getting quieter and quieter, sitting back in
my chair, just entranced, and too awed at times even to smile. I kept thinking: this man
is nearly 61 years old. He's been working for over 4 decades. Ten years ago, when I
saw him in concert, it was impossible to believe that his career, if not his life, wasn't in
imminent danger of total collapse. He couldn't, or wouldn't, remember the words to
songs he'd played 500 times in concert. There was no purpose or pleasure in his guitar
playing, in fact he seemed hellbent on destroying any coherence in the instrumental
parts of the songs. He seemed to have forgotten anything he ever knew about playing
the harmonica. We feared, rightly I think, that he had simply given up caring. Even the
"better" shows still felt like The End Times.
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How did he get this good again? How does one man have the genius and will to pull
himself back to these very highest peaks of creative power? It's just mind-blowing. He
got one thing wrong: you can come back all the way...and further. He's proved it over
the past four years, with Time out of Mind, and "Love and Theft", and Things Have
Changed, and the most incredibly consistent and impressive live shows. No wonder he
wants to sing Not Fade Away. No wonder he looks happy. No wonder he's dancing.
High points of the two shows? I loved Cold Irons Bound at Brighton - it gave me a
completely new understanding of the desperation and grief in the lyrics. The flickering
shadow effect during the song was terrifying, like watching the ghosts of the chain
gangs the song evokes reveal themselves as monstrous presences (clouds of blood?) now you see them, now you don't. You found yourselves always trying to identify,
among the giant shadows, which one was Bob, but there was just too little time before
the light source changed each time, creating the impression of an inchoate, primeval
identity crisis. I'm waist deep, waist deep, in the mist. It's almost like, almost like, I don't
exist, with the last word of the phrase drawn out in a downward groan.

Man of Constant Sorrow was just hilarious. A friendly nod to the Grammy-snatching O,
Brother Where Art Thou, or just a wry "Anything you can do, I can do better, and by the
way, I was singing this song forty years ago"? The Soggy Bottom Boys beaten into a
cocked hat by Harmonizing Bob and the Boys. A great laugh.

I really enjoyed All Along the Watchtower at Brighton, too, especially the way the first
verse was repeated after the last so that the song ended on a drawn-out howl of wo-oo-orth ("None of them along the line know what any of it is worth"). It sounded
deliberate, as if to stress that the relative values we place on things around us can
distort our whole perspective if we're not careful (as in Lonesome Day Blues - "Funny,
how the things you have the hardest time parting with, Are the things you need the
least". That line, for some funny reason, always makes me think about my collection of
Dylan books and magazines. Can't imagine why.) And Watchtower is all about seeing:
seeing riders approaching; peering, from a great height, into the distance to see if
danger is on its way; an unseen but audible wildcat. Was it Bob who said once that the
song was obviously written the wrong way round, anyway, or one of his commentators?
I can't remember off the top of my head. Of course, it may not have been "deliberate" at
all, just Bob getting carried away or confused. Who can tell? But it worked - it was
genius at work, consciously or unconsciously.

Not Dark Yet at Bournemouth had me in serious danger of dissolving into a teary
puddle. The song means so much to me, coinciding as Time Out of Mind's release did
with a very bad bout of illness that put me in hospital for nearly six months. At the time I
thought I might never be able to listen to it again, but four years on things look very
different. Bob sums it up in the recent words of his that are reprinted in the tour
programme: That which ties everyone together and which makes everyone equal is our
mortality. Everything must come to an end. (He's talking, of course, about The
NeverEnding Tour). The trick is not to "pussyfoot" (as Bob says) around it - facing it is
the only way of transcending.
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Amazingly (because it still amazes me when British tabloid newspapers don't take an
opportunity to poke fun at Dylan), this same point was put before the weekend in The
Daily Mirror. Gavin Martin wrote:

So much of the music [Dylan] plays, and the music he loves, is a bright
light that shines against the forces of darkness and complacency. Like the
man he borrowed his stage name from, Welsh poet Dylan Thomas, Dylan
rages against the dying light.
His songs study horrors that are both ancient and modern, but his shows
are filled with glimpses of beauty. No other writer has spanned the 20th
and 21st centuries so majestically, but he still discovers fresh meaning in
his songs.

You could feel, at both shows this weekend, the huge groundswell of goodwill and love
there is for Dylan in his current audience. We are revelling in his renaissance, and
rejoicing for him. We know he deserves it, without having much of an inkling of how he
has done it. How has he written new songs like Sugar Baby and Cold Irons Bound that
stand up in concert with every bit as much integrity and power as his so-called "Greatest
Hits"? We love it
when he wears
peculiar clothes, or
does those silly little
dance steps (my
personal favourite is
The Dying
Gunfighter, the
wobbly-kneed
stagger back to the
microphone after
guitar or harmonica
solos), because of
the touching
incongruity between
the very humanness
of those little foibles
against the
staggering
achievements of the
performed words
and music. When
the end of Hard
his mike failed at
Rain at
Bournemouth, and
we sang the end of
the song for him, did
anyone not have a
lump in their throat?

And that, of course, made me think - as I always end up doing at shows these days - of
how it will feel when there are no more shows, when we finally realise just how lucky
we've been to have the opportunity of sharing these times with Dylan. I left Brighton
and Bournemouth with an overwhelming sense of gratitude, showering silent
benedictions on Bob's head: stay happy, stay well, see you in London.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R. Stokes
Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 10: I Know Where I Can Find You

When I was a kid I was always pretty good at finding lost balls. I suppose it was something that I
was quite proud of really and what made it even better was that the bunch of kids I used to play
with also knew I was pretty good at this particular task. I certainly wasn’t a gang leader or
anything like that, indeed if there was ever a gathering of our little group of misunderstood
tearaways I would usually try to dissolve into the background and let the older kids direct the
daily escapades of those long school summer holidays that weren’t just fun laughter for a week
or two, but went on forever.
I was raised in the country, in a small village in Hertfordshire and my father before me, and his
father before him, worked on the land. Consequently I was surrounded by greenery: the road out
side my house was edged by an unkept ditch overgrown with stinging nettles and bindweed; the
field at the back of my house wasn’t laid to crop but was retained for the purpose of cattle
grazing, and where the cows and the sheep didn’t linger there were great clumps of ungrazed
meadow. It was in those stinging nettles, in that bindweed and in those clumps of ungrazed
meadow where I would come in to my own.
We were a sporty lot, us country kids. We played football, cricket and, during Wimbledon
fortnight, a lot of what we thought was tennis. I recall we had one old tennis racket between the
lot of us and when a stand-in umpire shouted a score of fifteen love, the girls used to giggle. Oh
to be fifteen again and in love! Occasionally someone would bring along a golf ball but as we
never had anything to hit it with, we spent most of our time trying to cut it open to see what was
inside.
There is something of an immense despondency about losing a ball. A fear perhaps that good
times are over for good. And it is all so abrupt. One minute everyone is enjoying the game,
running, laughing, shouting , chasing an object that has no choice about whether or not it really
wants to be the subject of such fun. Then, in flash, it all ends. A slight frenzy of exuberance
from the person who is holding the bat, all eyes fixed skywards as the object soars and soars, a
bump as it lands , a bounce, a roll and its gone. Lost in the stingers, in the weeds, in the rye
grass. For good. A life cut short. Despair and despondency for the mourners. The perpetrator of
the calamity gets the blame and is beaten to the ground. A few hopefuls thrash about in the long
grass, for demonstration purposes only. The owner of the ball vows never to let these useless
herberts ever play with his ball again. Like never, EVER. The girls don’t think it matters and
start making daisy chains. The boys are distraught, just might as well be dead.
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It was all a matter of faith I suppose. I always knew it could be found. Faith and perseverance.
And knowing where to look of course ‘Not over there. OVER HERE! Look you dummies, here it
was all the time.”
I, I will be King. And you. You will be Queen. For nothing will drive them away. We could beat
them just for one day. We could be heroes. Just for one day.
Actually, with or without the support David Bowie, in the matter of finding lost balls so that the
game could restart and life could be normal again, I was a hero. For ever and ever.
Now all that was a long time ago and, on the subject of my never ending 'Visions of Johanna'
exploration, I am not looking for heroism. What I hope my readers will agree upon is that I have
looked in all the right places and I have found all manner of balls that have been lost or buried in
vast mounds of print concerning this very song. Before I start playing my own game with the
song, no doubt using balls that are more used to juggling rather than hitting or catching, there are
just a few more studies of the song that I want to bring to light.
One work that I do wish to refer to is a 37 page booklet written by Stephen Scobie and aptly
titled ‘Visions of Johanna’ (78). SS initially explains that the purpose of the booklet ‘ is in part an
attempt to make up for one of the most obvious omissions from (his book) Alias Bob Dylan’ and
then goes on to set out the ground rules of his study:
‘My method in this discussion will be to go through 'Visions of Johanna' line by line, trying to
spell out as much as possible of what the words mean, suggest or imply. I am not arguing that
Dylan would necessarily have been aware of all these ramifications – a large part of the meaning
of any text always exceeds the author’s conscious awareness or intention - but I would contend
that my readings are legitimately suggested by the actual words of the song, in their common
usages and associations’. (79)
SS’s study initially provides some historical background to the song including the reminder: ‘
The song was written in late 1965 and in its earliest version it was known by the title “Freeze
Out.” (On one occasion Dylan also introduced it as “Mother Revisited”; a title which may refer,
sarcastically, to the aspect of Johanna as “Madonna”, the mother goddess).” The study then
certainly does go through the song line by line and there are some very interesting ideas about
the common usages and associations of the words used. An example of this is the reference to the
word ‘conquer’ which Dylan uses in the last line of the first verse. SS notes the following, about
this word:
‘It is by far the most active verb of the first stanza. After a whole string of images that suggest
lassitude and passivity… comes the sudden, strong, active incursion of “conquer”. Johanna does
not sidle into the singer’s mind: she takes it over by force, like an invading army. Although
physically absent from the room, she dominates the scene, she takes centre stage. The firstperson pronoun, “my”, appears in the song only to surrender its territory.’ (80)
Another line that is neatly dissected is the one that SS admits to being ‘his favourite Dylan line’.
Considering that Dylan has written many thousands of lines, it is a bold assertion to name any
one as ‘a favourite line’, but then this one is memorable. It is the penultimate line of the second
verse:
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“The ghost of ‘lectricity howls in the bones of her face”
Yes, of course, we all remember that one! SS notes that John Herdman refers it to French
Symbolist poetry:
it “ finely exemplifies Baudelaire’s theory of correspondances and
might well have been envied by Rimbaud”.
SS enthuses further:
‘It is a beautiful line; it is a terrifying line. Perhaps it speaks of a ravaged, hollowed-out beauty
in Louise’s face; but it also speaks of death and of imprisonment. The ghost howls in the
gehenna of its bones. As in the first verse , the energy of electricity has died , has
become a ghost of itself.’(81)
So the study goes on, drawing out and expounding notions and theories on each line of the song
A very detailed study indeed and one to which any one who wishes to delve further into the
underbelly of the song should visit. In concluding his study SS presents an overview which
reflects upon the general nature of the poet and his work:
‘These are the moments of poetry which remind us that behind and beyond all these characters Johanna, Louise, the singer/peddler/ fidler/ - stands the figure of Bob Dylan, the creator of this
song. And for all its bleakness, cynicism, world-weariness, despair,'Visions of Johanna' remains
a work of art, something created, an assertion, no matter how dark its vision, of the poets
power.’(82)

From books, smaller publications and internet downloads, to the bread and butter of Dylan
critique, namely the fanzines. Earlier in my own journey with this song I made reference to the
writings concerning 'Visions of Johanna' in the revered Dylan fanzine ‘The Telegraph’ (see part
5 in this series of articles). Now I wish to turn to another fanzine namely Andrew Muir’s
‘Homer, the slut’ and in particular to Issue ten thereof which was published, I think , in October
1993. I say ‘I think’ because the issue has no cover date.
The article that I wish to refer to is simply entitled 'Visions of Johanna'; it extends to some 9
pages and is written by Alain Blondot. The first thing that I like about this article, and I like this
article very much indeed is, at the end, after AB’s conclusions, he reproduces the lyrics of the
song and gives each line a number in descending order. Consequently, against number 1 appears
the line ‘Aint it just like the night to play tricks when you’re trying to be so quiet’ and against
number 48 is the line ‘And these Visions of Johanna are all that remain’. Quite simple and
straightforward you may think but I have this thing about numbers linked to art and the way
these lyrics are set out turns 'Visions of Johanna' into a mathematical song. It is certainly fun ( to
me at least) to choose particular numbers which may have some perceived importance and see
how they match up with the words that are associated with those particular numbers. Without
getting too mathematical about it, the way that the lyrics are thus displayed adds a new
dimension to the song.
I find the article itself to be inspirationally informed, it is beautifully written and indeed deals
with wider issues and eternal truths contained in the song. On the subject of line 3 AB writes:
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‘The strong surrealistic image of Louise holding a handful of rain tempting you to defy it is also
poetry, but it is difficult to come to terms with. It all depends on the symbolic function of “rain”.
For Freud, water (linked to the moon) symbolises women and femininity, whereas fire and sun
symbolise men. Why would Louise tempt anyone to defy her femininity (Then why not?). Rain
also symbolises the forces of nature – the elements and life; is it the temptation to defy life and
natural forces that are within and outside us? Is it that defiance that can lead to the visions about
to occur? I am sure there are dozens of ways of receiving this line. Every listener, with his own
history and experience, will “feel” it differently. Again, it is one aspect of Dylan’s mastery as a
writer to give us an opportunity to play an active part as we listen.’(83)
I think that it was this article that first made me aware of the link between line 30 (the ‘Mona
Lisa’ line) and the artist Marcel Duchamp. Page 7 of the article states as follows:
‘Was Dylan aware that a French surrealist artist – Marcel Duchamp – once painted a parody of
the Mona Lisa, adding a moustache to her face? He called it “LHOOQ” which phonetically reads
“Elle a chaud au cul”, i.e. “her ass is hot” or even “she’s got her ass on fire”, hence her urge to
leave and run down the highway.’
And on the subject of identification AB writes:
‘Madonna probably refers to Mary, the mother of Christ; if so, she represents salvation. She, too,
is depicted as an actress who was once on a stage, wearing a cape; this stage is compared to a
cage which is now corroding. Is it irony towards institutionalised religions? - which teach you
to say prayers but not to pray. Maybe the visions have helped the narrator to think about the
matter: Truth, God, Salvation are not to be found in some useless theatrical parade performed in
full dress clothes, this way to handle religions is to be restrictive, like being in a cage which,
thank God, is now empty, with its bars corroding away. It is the first real hint of freedom in the
narrative, and if we reflect back on the song, we become aware that slowly, step by step, the
characters come from a situation where they are prisoners, motionless, to one where they are
free, where movement can start again.’(84)
Then, progressing from that observation to the wider picture that concerns you and me:
‘Getting free is one of the main themes of the song, but it seems to be a rather difficult task; you
must get rid of all the prejudices and hypocrisy which can inhabit your mind, you must find the
balance in the forces that are within yourself, between your ideal and reality, so that “I” and “he”
can be reconciled.’
And, before Alain presents the song with a mathematical curve, he provides an insightful and
honest conclusion:
I have not used the word “mysticsm” yet but this process can be considered as a mystical
experience after all. It is the search for truth, for God which is within yourself: and this can only
be done after going through a journey to hell, a dangerous one, where your sanity is at stake.
(Doesn’t “Johanna” sound very much like “Gehenna”?). If you do succeed you come back with
the skeleton keys and the rain, the former can open any door and give you access to the truth, and
the rain holds the mystery of life. The narrator never says he has got hold of the skeleton keys
and the rain, only the wailing harmonica tune suggests he might have had a glimpse at them, and
he is left there, with his visions that remain, unable to say more, puzzled, just like we are, just
like I am.’ (84)
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I wholeheartedly agree with Alain’s clever implication here: the song, like life, is a puzzle. A
wonderfully miserable jigsaw where pieces just do not fit together at times. I may have been
good at finding lost balls when I was a kid but, on the basis of looking in the right places to find
things that have been lost, I often feel that I was so much older then. As you may have
guessed…this will be continued.

(78) I am not sure when this booklet was published but it was a limited edition of 150 copies and
available through the USA bookservice ‘Rolling Tomes’.
(79) 'Visions of Johanna' by Stephen Scobie page 5
(80) ibid page 11
(81) ibid page 17
(82) ibid page 34
(83) 'Visions of Johanna' by Alain Blondot page 4
(84) ibid page 8

Bob On Sea
(At B&B in May 2002)
It was the unfairly unknighted ‘Sir’ Brian Clough who voiced the theory that you would be able
to sense the outlook of particular town folk by reference to the success or failure of their
particular town’s football team. At least, I think it was Cloughie. It could just have been Gerry,
the Landlord of my local pub during an after hours session for absent husbands only. Who ever
it was that propounded the theory, I had the chance to test it out recently when I visited, on
consecutive days, Brighton and Bournemouth, two seaside towns on the South Coast, about 100
miles apart. The point is that, at the close of the 2001/2002 soccer season, the football team
affiliated to Brighton Town, namely Brighton & Hove Albion FC had been promoted as
Champions from Division Two of the Nationwide Football league to the First Division whereas,
at season’s end, Bournemouth’s football team namely AFC Bournemouth had been relegated
from the same Division Two to Division Three. So Brighton’s soccer season had concluded with
resounding triumph and Bournemouth’s had resulted in an unmitigating disaster. Triumph and
Disaster. Would I be able to sense these two impostors in the eyes, in the mood, in the very
heartbeat of the townfolk of these two seaside towns? And if, whilst undertaking my search, I
was able to treat these two impostors just the same, would mine be the earth and everything
that’s in it? Ha bloody ha. If only….
Actually, the real purpose of my visit to Brighton and Bournemouth on consecutive days in May
2002 had nothing whatever to do with football, although, having said that, I suppose that there
isn’t much in my life that has nothing whatever to do with football. There are a small number of
things of course and one of such number is Bob Dylan, for the pursuit of his legend was the true
reason for me visiting Brighton and Bournemouth. Dylan was playing the Brighton Centre on
Saturday 4th May and the Bournemouth International Centre, the following day, Sunday 5th May
2002. A double aim then: the testing of Cloughies (or Gerry’s) theory and also catching two Bob
shows on the final leg of his European tour.
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Lets get the first one out of the way first: football. In fact it was entirely the wrong day to test
any soccer theory because, clearly unbeknown to the promoters of Dylan’s 2002 European tour,
the first gig in the UK, namely at Brighton on Saturday 4th May, was held on Cup Final day.
Arsenal versus Chelsea. Both teams from London having to battle for glory in some valley miles
away from the capital. So on that sunny day in Brighton, the soccer buzz of the town’s Second
Division Championship season gave way to that ancient tradition of F.A. Cup hysteria. At 2.45
p.m. most of the town centre pubs had closed their doors and were body guarded to ensure that
the capacity regulations were not breached. Then, later, when Arsenal’s second goal went in
there was a roar from doors and windows which caused me to consider that the town was
rampant with Gunner’s supporters. You never however hear a roar from a team’s supporters
when a goal is conceded so perhaps the fans were evenly mixed. It certainly seemed that way
when the aftermath of the match continued on the town’s pavements: a bustling throng of
revellers with no apparent affinity, except to the decibels of their own voices, swept through the
streets. All good natured though but the joy seemed to be attached more to the moment, to the
event of the day rather than some historic episode. Certainly a difficult day for scientific study
relating to the behaviour of the human animal.
Bournemouth the following day was just like the day after cup final day, which if course it was.
It seemed to me that the atmosphere indicated that the party had ended and it was hang over day.
The sky was filled with clouds of anti-climax. The sort of day when a bridegroom wakes to
realise that marriage is not just about a stag do in Amsterdam and something expensive in satin
from the Anne Summers website.
I couldn’t really blame the Bournemouth town folk for looking the way that they did though
because everyone hits a low after a high. Walking along the promenade on a bracing Sunday
morning I came across a guy who appeared to have made a heap of all his winnings and risked it
on one turn of pitch-and-lost; and lost. Instead of starting again at his beginnings and never
breathing a word about his loss, he wanted to share his bad luck with passers by. A little further
on there was another, then another. In the part of town where I found myself on Sunday
afternoon the streets were empty and it took a while to find somewhere open to eat. Perhaps it
was just Sunday afternoon in a seaside town. Perhaps when the tide went out it took some
laughter with it. Perhaps everyone was at home watching a re-run of the day before. Who could
blame them?
Reflecting on the situation at my hotel during a post-siesta, pre-gig moment I considered that the
apparent differing moods of the Brighton and Bournemouth town folk may not have had
anything to do with the Cup Final at all and that Cloughie (or was it Gerry?) may just have been
right. It could well have been a matter, in footballing measurements at least, of Triumph and
Disaster. Yet, more than that, it seemed that someone had pissed on Rudyard Kipling’s statue
and decided that Triumph and Disaster were not impostors at all but were events that made a real
difference. I could have been totally wrong about all this, and if I have overestimated the
importance of soccer to a city then no doubt my failings will mean that I will never become a
Man my son. But there did seem to be a difference.
There was however no difference, mathematically speaking, in the two Dylan shows on
consecutive nights at Brighton and Bournemouth. Both contained 21 songs and both lasted about
two and a half hours. For the record, here is what we got:
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Brighton on Saturday 4th May 2002
1. I Am The Man, Thomas (acoustic)
2. If Not For You (acoustic)
3. It's Alright, Ma (I'm Only Bleeding) (acoustic)
4. To Ramona (acoustic)
5. Tweedle Dee & Tweedle Dum
6. Can't Wait
7. Subterranean Homesick Blues
8. Lonesome Day Blues
9. Mr. Tambourine Man (acoustic)
10. Masters Of War (acoustic)
11. Tangled Up In Blue (acoustic)
12. Sugar Baby
13. Summer Days
14. Cold Irons Bound
15. Rainy Day Women #12 & 35 (1st encore)
16. Man Of Constant Sorrow
17. Like A Rolling Stone
18. I Shall Be Released (acoustic)
19. Honest With Me
20. Blowin' In The Wind (acoustic) (2nd encore)
21. All Along The Watchtower
Bournemouth on Sunday 5th May
1. Wait For The Light To Shine (acoustic)
2. If Not For You (acoustic)
3. Desolation Row (acoustic)
4. Mama, You Been On My Mind (acoustic)
5. Absolutely Sweet Marie
6. Floater
7. Subterranean Homesick Blues
8. Cry A While
9. Boots Of Spanish Leather (acoustic)
10. A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall (acoustic)
11. Don't Think Twice, It's All Right (acoustic)
12. Summer Days
13. Not Dark Yet
14. Drifter's Escape
15. Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat (1st encore)
16. Not Fade Away
17. Like A Rolling Stone
18. Forever Young (acoustic)
19. Honest With Me
20. Blowin' In The Wind (acoustic) (2nd encore)
21. Highway 61 Revisited.
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A total of 42 songs with only 6 songs being duplicated, so that’s 36 different songs over the two
nights with 7 songs from ‘Love and Theft’. Those statistics alone are quite mouth watering but
there was something more to the shows that quenched my thirst. It was the somewhat fluid
subject of Dylan’s voice. I have heard a few performances of late (just a few? Some might say)
where I could have joined the accusers who suggest that Dylan’s vocal delivery is a painful rasp
and indeed there are times when I have heard the sound of his voice echoing the kind of noise
you get when you take a razor blade to a hedgehog. Not so when Dylan performed certain songs
by the sea. The third and fourth acoustic songs at Bournemouth and ‘Boots of Spanish Leather’
at Brighton were a delight and carried a vocal lilt that I haven’t heard in a while. If Dylan’s vocal
range has been reduced by the number of his years or by the wear and tear that we have
demanded of him, then most of the songs he performed over these two nights found him at home
on his current range. I certainly had nothing to complain about from that point of view.
Visually, Dylan and his quartet were interesting. I can’t remember the last time I saw Dylan live
with a hat. The creation that was more of a head dress than a hat from ’87 and the trilby in the
early 90’s spring to mind but the white cowboy hat from this tour looked great. The open necked
Charlie Sexton looked like he was having a fight with an adder for part of the evening but it was
really an addictive pull at his guitar lead that caused his bending and twisting movements. With
his straight shoulders, long hair and Wild Bill Hickock beard Larry Campbell had the presence
of a general from the Civil War and Tony Garnier’s mischievous grin when anything untoward,
or even approaching the untoward, occurred made me yearn for something untoward to occur.
Behind them the shaded and mighty Jim Keltner was formidable in his energy and delivery. On
both nights Dylan’s Oscar (or surely, a replica) sat high on an amp at the back of the stage and at
Bournemouth a statute also appeared. Chris Cooper said it was Bart Simpson but it looked more
like Little Richard to me. Dylan persisted with his ‘gang of outlaws’ formation at the end of both
shows and at Brighton he forget about his grudges against his audience and actually blew us a
couple of kisses. Apparently they were for Rita Miller from Cambridge - or at least that’s what
she told me after the show! Dylan blowing kisses to his fans didn’t look quite right to me, I hope
he doesn’t do it too often!
I really enjoyed both shows but then it could be said I suppose that it would be impossible for
me to be impartial about seeing a live Dylan show, for so many other things come in to the
equation. To borrow a line from a song on the new Tom Waits album, impartiality from this
scribe is akin to balancing a diamond on a blade of grass. After the shows I only sensed Triumph
and in that, I am proud to say, I found no impostor. Above all, being a crab by sign and by nature
and whether football, Dylan or no: oh! I do like to be beside the seaside.
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